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SUMMARY OF THE STUDY;

The Training Analysis and Evaluafion Group (TAEG) was tasked by the
-Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET) to conduct a study to determine
the relitive effectiveness and efficiency,of indiOdualized instruction for
different kinds of training tasks and ability levels of trainees. A series
of,reports document different, specific aspeqs Of the TAEO program. The
first report (Hall and Freda, 1982) presented evidence,thit differences in
training effectiveness and efficiency measures were-related to'different
instructional methods and, in turn, to different ability levels of trainees
and types of training tasks. The coriclusions were based on interschool anal-
yses of individual graduate data grouped across 19.Navy "A" schools. The
results were discussed in terms of their liFICations for gnoups of courses
conducted under the general headings of individualized or conventional instruc-

/tion, rather than for any specific course.

The present report is the second in the series. It provides information
concern'iag specific courses conducted under individualized instruction (II)
or c6nventional instruction (CI). The findihgs'presented are based on intra-
school analyses; i.e., analyses of data specific to each course addresseTTF-
the first report. Addittonally, training effectiveness and efficiency tnfor-
mation is provided for each of three basic computer-managed instruction courws.

The Major purpose of the present effort wa's to determine the generaliz-
ability of the overall findings to each of the "A" schools and basic courses
of interest. Another purpose was to determine how two measures of student -
ability (a general ability measure 'and a specific ability measure) were related
to effectiveness/efficiency measures for particular individualized or conven-
tionar courses:

Two measures of trainiq effectiveness and one measure of trainineeffi-
ciency were examined. Student end-of-course grafts were used as an internal
criterion of training effectiveness. Fleet supervisor ratings'of the adequacy
of training for identified school graduateS were used as an external criterion
of effectiveness. The training efficiency measure was student time-to-complete
training. Two measures of graduate ability were used. Student general ability
levels were represented by Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) percentile
scores. These were obtained by converting their Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)'test scores. The specific skill levels of graduates
were obtained'by forming selector composite stores.from individual ASVAB
subiest scores.

/.

Of the 22 Navy schools examined, 19 were .M",.,schools and 3, were basic
(pre-"A") courses. ,Thirteen'of the courses Were conducted using individual-
ized tnstruction (eight were self-paced courses; five featured computer-man-
aged instruction). The other nine courses were conducted under conventional,
grovp-paced instruction.

A correlational approach was used to conduct the study. Record data
were-colrlected on 5,811 schoollraduates. The results of all statistical

7
1,1
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analyses performed on the data are summarized in twootables in section LII
of the report. The major findings-and conclusions of the study are
summarized below,

;

,L. The inverse relationship between general ability and,training time
(i.e., higher ability being associated with sh rter training time) observed
from the interschool analyses was confirmed by he intraschool.analyses for
the majority of:individualized courses examined. Higher ability graduates
completed training in less time than lower abili graduates in 8 of the 13

individualized courses. There was no significant relationship between
ability and training time for the remaining five individualized courses.

2. The previous finding that longer training times were associated
with higher ability graduates in conventional courses was not confirmed at
the individual course level. Higher ability graduates completed their
courses in the same amount of time as lower ability graduates within four of
the five conventional courses having variable course lengths. (Note that

time variation occurs in conventional courses because of academic
eemediations.)

3: Higher ability (both AFQT and ASVAB selector composite scores) is
related to higher grades consistently within individualized courses but .

inconsistently within conventional courses. Higher ability.graduates
received higher end-of-course grades An alL of the seven individualized
courses but in only three of the seven conventional courses that provided
grades. These findings substantiate the results of the interschool analyses
conducted across individualized dnd conventional-courses.

4. Shorter training time is associated with higher grades within indi-
vidualized and conventional courses. Graduates who spent less time in
training received higher end-of-courseArades than thosewith longer
training times in six of the seven individualized courses, and in four of
five conventional Courses showing variable course lengths.

5. General ability (AFQT percentiles) and specific ability (ASVAB
/ selector'composite scores) predict training time and grades equally well for

-each of the IL and CI courses studied. -Neither general ability 'nor specific
ability significantly predi,cted fleet supervisor (TAS) ratings. General
ability and speciftic ability scores were highly intercorrelated in each of
the II and CI courses samp1ed.

6. Only chance-level relationships were found between fleet supervisor
ratings of school training adequacy and other available measures on school
graduates. Spgifically, for the courses examined, Training Appraisal
System (TAS) ritings were not significantly related to end-of-course grades,
time-to-complete training, graduate general ability levels, or graduate
specific ability levels.

Recommendations are presented within the report concerning the
resolution of problems associated with the measurement of training
effectiveness.

12
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The,Chiefof Naval Edu tion'.and.Training (CNET) tasked1 the Training
Analysis'and Evaluation Grou (TAEG) to assess the effectiveness a d effi-
ciency of individualized instrpction (II) relatiVe to,conventjaal 'nstruc-
tion (CI). The,tasking included requirement to determine if.any 11 1

ences found among,effectiveness/efficiencyrmeasures wereifurther reT.ted to
di.fOrinb student abflity levels An or types of training tasks.

. A serjes. of reports document d eeent aspects of.the TAEG progra
l'he.first repoet of the Series (Hal And legda, 1982, hereafter referre to

as TAEG 1.17) presented overall evidence that differences in training eff c-
'tivgness and effic4ency measures were-related trdifferent instructidnal
methods, ability levels of trainees,' And types of training tasks.. Th e%

evidence was derived from analyses of data:f9r.19 Navy "Asdhoots. .Ten o

the courses weee conducted using II formats.(eight were self-paced courses;
two featured computer-managed instruction). The other nine.courses w&e.
conducted UhJer conventional, group-paced instruction. Seletted findings
and concluSions of the study (TAB, 117) are summarized below:

Under individualized instruction, high& ability geadUAtes completed
training in less time than lower ability, graduates.

.

Under conventional instruction, higher ability .graduates were in
. .

training longer than lower ability graduates.

Higher abilityAraduates received higher end-of-course grade than
lower ability graduates under individualized instruction. However,
end-of-course grades for conventionally-trained graduates-were
equivalent across all ab 'ty levels. =

.

neet superviSor ratings training adequacy were not signific
related ta general ability, end-of-course grades or training time.

- Note 'that the findings listed above pertained to the.two groups of
'courses (i.e., a CI grour and an II-group) rather than to any individualicourse
within a group.

. The present repbrt is the second in the series. ,It,provides information
concerning the individual'courses conducted under II or CI. The findings
presented are based on intraSchOol analyses; i.e., analyses of data specific
to each course Addressed in the, firsti.eport. Additionally, training effec-
tiveness and efficiency information is provided for each of three basic com-
outer-managed:instruction courses. .

,1CNET ltr Code N-53 of.22 April 1980.

_13
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Subsequent,reports in the series will present:

an analysis:of relationships.-amOng training effectiveness/efficiency
meaSures for courses with highly similar content but which were

taught at different geographical locations and Under different

- instructional methods

- a. selected review of, the literature concerning tnterrelaiionships

4 among ability measures, instructional methids, and.genertc traintng

'tasks

comparative analyses of differences in generic tas.k classific,t.ions

of school-trained skill end knowledge :items mAde:
,

by two different groups of raters (school subject matter experts
(SMEs) and research personnel) using the same.classification

system

using two differentiTassification systems

an executive summary of the TAEG program.

-PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY

the purpose of'the present effort was to determine if the interrelation-
ships amOng'student ability, school performance, and fleet supervisor ratings

observed across schools also occur at the individual course level. Another

purpose was to determine how two different measures of student ability (a

general ability measure and a specific ability measure) were 'related to
effecIiveness/efficiency measures in specific individualized or conventional

courses. .

of

Three major questions were addressed:

How many of the 19 °A" schools'contributed to the overall differences
in training effectiveness/efficiency observed previously-in the
interschool analyses?

Do the ovei-all differences observed in the intersch6ol analyse's

hold for Basic (pre-"A" school) courses?

Do specific skill levels fASVAB composite scores) of the graduates
of each of the 19 "A" schdols preditt training effectiVeness/effi-

t ciency to the same extent as general ability levels (AFQT) of the
same graduates?

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

IThe remainder of this report is presented in four sections and eight
appendices. Section II presents the technical approach of the study. Section
III presents information describing the ,schopls studied and the results of

14.
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the within-school data analyses. A discussion and interpretation of the
iasults are provided in section IV.. Conclusions and resommendatidns are
presented in section V.

Appendix A contains information concerning'the Armed Services Vocational
/Aptitude Batterx (ASVAB). Appendix B presents ASVAB selector composite sub-
test information used to select personnel for entry into specific "A" schools.
ASVAB scores were used as measures of student ability for the present study.
Appendix C contains examples of generic training tasks. Derivation of train-
ing cost data is explained in appendix D: The schools studied durin§ the .

work program are identified in appendix E. Appendix F presents structured-
interflew.questions asked of SMEs at each of the 19 enlisted "A" schools.
Statistical results of regression data analyses.are delineated in appendix G.
Parametric and nonparametric correlations between variables studied are
presented in appendik H.

11 5
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SECTION II

- TECHNICA6 APPROACH

,A correlational approach Kas employed to achieve the objectives of the

study. This section presents the details of the approach. Initially, the

variables selected for examination are discussed. Subsequent subsections

provide descripfions of the samples 6f courses and graduates, interviews
conducted at the schools, data collection and analysis procedures, and the
statistical model employed to analyze data.

-

STUDY VARIABLES'

Five major variables, two predictor and three criterion variables,2
were examined. The variable names, the measures of the variables, and the

,sources of data on the variables are shown in table 1. Further discussions
of these variables are provided below.

PREDICTOR i/ARIABLES. _The predictor variables were general ability level and
specific skill level.J

, .Genei.al Ability Level. General ability levels of trainees were represented
by Armed ForcesAmalification Te§t (AFQT) perceritile equivalent scores. The
AFQT percentile Tcore (pre-October 1980) is derived from_raw scores on a.of
the 12 Subtests contained in.the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). The ASVAB is routinely admioistered to all armed servIces,

enlistees, The AFQT score is used to determine enlistment eligibility.
Appendix A describes the ASVAB and the methods used(to derive the AFQT
score.

SRecific Skill Level. Scores obtained on different ASVAB subtests are com-
bined to form a composite.score to select personnel.for a specific HA"
school. Test scores derived from the ASVAB selector composites were used to
reflect specific skill levels. Appendix B presents ASVAB selector composite
information for each of the schools analyzed in the present study.

2A predictôr,iariable is one in which a change in its value can forecast a
change in t e value of another variable (criterion). Predictor variables
are also called independent variables; criterion variables are called
dependent variables. Precise definitions of these terms may be found in
various statistical sources:for example, Finn (1974) and Coheipand tohen
(1975):

3Note-that training time and end=of-cOurse grades were ariso used as
predictor variables, as well as criterion variables, depending on what
point in time the measures were collected relative to the other predictor

. and criterion variables used in the an yses. SeeSohen and Cohen (1975) ,

for discussion of.using a measure as a redictor and criterion variable in
a hierarchical regression model.

12\ 16
4"
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iABLE 1. MAJOR PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES

VARIABLE

PREDICTOR

General Ability
Specific Skill

CRITERION

EFFECTIVENESS

End-of-Course Grades

Training Adequacy
Ratings

EFFICIENCY

Time-to:Complete

AgASURES ,SOURCE

AFQT CNET 015
ASVAB School'Composite TPCs, NPRDC

Einal Grades School Records (SP -I- GP),

CNTECHTRA (CMI)
/ TAS Ratings t'

1

(1 to 6 Scale) 1, TAS (CNET)
I..

Contact Hours CNTECHTRA (CMI),

School Records,
SMEs, NITRAS (SP -I- GP)

Notes:

TAS -'Training Appraisal System
TPCs - Training Program Coordinators
NPRDC - Navy Personnel Research 4nd Development Center
CNTECHTRA - Chief of Naval Technical Training
NITRAS - Navy Integrated Training Resources and Administratime System:

CRITERION VARIABLES. 'Two measures of training effectiveness and one measure
of triining efficiency were used,,,as criterion variables. The effectiveness

- measures were end-of-course grade's and fleet supervisof ratings-of school
training.adequacy. The,efficiency measure was time-to-complete training.

Training Effedivenesi Measures. End-of-course grades, which reflect how
well- graduates perform in school, vlere used as an internal measure of train-
ing effectiveness. Fleet supervisor ratings, which reflected training ade-
quacy based on graduate job peformance, were used as an external measure of
course effectiveness.

The interhal measures of end-of-course grades represented the aver*
percent correct litained by a graduate on items tested in the school.. End-

_of-course grades*obtained from the schools were based on either combinations
of 'scores from module/lesson

examinations,administered during the coUrse oftrafhing, or on comprehensive examinations,administered
at.the end oftraining.

*

13
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The external measures consisted of fleet supervisor ratings of the ad

quacy of school training for particular tasks which graduates'are expecte

to perform on the job. Fleet supervisors' ratings of tralning adequacy on
identified courses and graduates were available at CNET in the Naval Educat on ,

and Training Command (NAVEDTRACOM) Training Appraisal System (TAS) data base.

. The CNET Special Assistant for Trai ing Appraisal (CNET 015) routinely collects

feedback data, via mailout question aires. from first-level *et supervisors

of recent (e.g., 3 to 6 months on the jobl technical school graduates. Random .

samples of graduates are drawn from the total pool of course graduates during

a given time frame.

Table 2 shows the types of TAS questionnaire items used to.collect train-

ing adequacy data. Fleet supervisors pate on a 5-point scale the adequacy,

of school training for an identified course graduate. Training adequacy

judgments are made for a number of specific tasks for which a given technical

school provided training. The task statements listed on a feedback question-
naire are currently prepared by technical training staff for a given course.

The statements are based on the learning objectives of that course,and, thus,
reflect specific skills and knowledges taught.

TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF TRAINING APPRAISAL SYSTEM (lAS) QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

Adequacy of School Training:
Cim,\!One Number for Each Item Listed

1. Unsatisfactory
2. Less Than Adequate
3. Adequate
4. More Than Adequate

5. Much Mire Than Adeguate

kill or Knowledge Item

Identify Purposes and Organization of
'Personnel Qualification Standards 1 2 3

Recognize Symptoms of Severe ElAtric
Shock 1 2 3 4 5

Aperate Ship's Store Cash Register 1 2 3 4 5

S j.

Develop Drawing Layout for Sheet
Metal PrOjects 1 2 3 4

Troubleshoot Magnetic Ampyffers 1 2 3 4

k
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Training Efficiency-Measure. Student time (contact hours of instruction) to
complete a course was used as a measure of training efficiency. Student
cqurse completion times were available for individualized courses from CMI
files and for self-paced courses, from class records at the schools.
Completion times for the conventional courses were obtained from the schools
and from CNET computer files.

OTHER STUDY VARIABLES. For the interschobl analyses (TAEG 117), two other
major.variables were alsb assessed: type training task and costs to produce
graduates. These variables were not used as either predictor or criterion
variables in the present intraschool study because their values are fixed
for any given course. Consequently, there was no variance that could be
assessed from individual graduate data to derive conclusilons about the indi-
vidual schools based on these measures, The variables ard explained here,
however, since it is instrudtive to compare different schools on these
measures. These comparisons are provided in'section III of this report.

Type Training Task. Type training task refers to the composition, or
nature, of the instructional.content of a course. For the TAEG project, the
content of each specific course examined wareduced to five generic types
of training tasks: facts, categories, procedures, rules,.and principles. 'A
group of SMEs at each school classified each knowAdge/skill item of the TAS
questionnaires (for each school)" into one of the five generic training
tasks. This procedure equated the different course contents to a common
base whictr, in turn, permitted quantitative comparisons to be made between
ifferent courses. The methods and procedures used to categorize
instructional content into generic task classifications are fully e ained
in TAEG 117. Further information about the generic-tasks is given in
appendix C ofthe present report.

t

Training Costs. For the interschool analysis (TAEG 117),.a.cost measure,
referred to as Cost to Produce One Graduate, was derived>nd used to permit
relattve-cost elpMparisons to be made between different courses. Information
concerning theseimlative instructional colts for each course is provided in
section III.' Infdrmation concerning the derivation Of the cost measure is '

given in appendix D.

STUDY SAMPLES

Two sets of, samples were used in the study; (1) courses taught under
each of the basic methods of instruction and '(2) graduates of these courses.

COURSE SAMPLES. All courses se/Icted for'the study were classified as Al-
level. (Al-level courses provide skill and knowledge training for entry
level lavy jobs.) A principal criterion used for course selection was the
current availability of TAS data.

The ;6Tools i6o1ved-trained students under one of two basic methods:
individualized instruction or conventional instruction. Individualized
instruction involved self-paced (SP; frequentkl referred to as IMI for
instructor-managed instruction) and computer-managed courses (CMI). Conven-
tional instruction involved group-paced (GP) classroom instruction.

1 5
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Data from 19 Al-level courses were included An the intraschool (within-
school) analyses. Eight self-paced and two CMI courses were in the. II group.
Nine group-paced courses were in the CI group. In addition, data were obtained
from basic CMI courses. Graduates of the RM Sea "A" school and the RM Shore
"A" school previously attended the RM Basics course. 'Their records were
obtained from CNTECHTRA CMI files and used in the data analyses. Similarly,

graduates of the EN, MM600 psi, and MM1200 psi schools attended the Propulsion
Engineering (PE).Basics course prior to entry into their respective "A" schools
Their records were also obtained from CMI files. The course samples are
shown in table 3. The complete names of the courses and school locations
are provided in appendix E.

TABLE 3. COURSE SAMPLES .

Self-Paced Group-Paced

Machinist's Mate, 600 psi1 (MM600) Radioman, Sea2 (RM-Sea) '

%

Machinist's Mate, 1200 psi1 (MM1200) Radioman, 'Shore2 (RM-Shore) r

Instrumentmah (IM) Electrician's Mate (EM)
iC

Training Device Re'pairman (TD) Fire Control Technician, Missile (FTM)

Personnelman (PN) Gunner's Mate, Missile (GMM)

Yeoman (YN) Aviation Support Espiipment
Technician-(ASE)

Disbursing Clerk (oK) Aviation Anti-submarine'Warfare
(ASW)' Operator (AW)

Aviation Storekeeper (AK) ( Ship's ServiCeman (SH)

CM' AviatiOn Electricia 's Mate (AE)

Engineman1 (Er)

Aviation Machinist's Mate (AD)

1Also obtained data from CMI PE.basics course.

2Algo'obtained data from CMI RM basics course.

20
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GRADUATE SAMPLES. As mentioned previously, the names of school graduates
who were included in the TAS graduate samples were obtained from CNET. Table
4 shows the numbers of graduates for each schocil for whom data were obtained.
A total of 5,811 graduate records were examined for tU schools studied (4,006
for the schools shown in the table plus 1,805 records for these i-ame school
graduats who first attended CMI basic courses before entering an "A" school).
The table also shows the method of instruction usedsat each school and the .

inclusive graduation dates for,the students. The numbers of graduates of
each school for whom data were available on variables of interest are also
shown. Note that some individualized ccvsirses *vide end-of-course grades
while others do not.

SCHOOL INTERVIEWS

Subject matter experts were interviewed at each school to obtain infor-
mation about course purposes, and organization, student performance measures,'
administration, and attitudes of the staff .toward instructional mode. A
copy of the interview protocol used is shown.in appendix F. Descriptive
information obtained from these interviews is summarized in section III of
this report.

DATA-COLLECTION

The names, graduation dates, and social security numbers of school grad-
uates were obtained from CNET TAS files. Visits were'made to technical
schools between August and November 1980 to obtain data on cougse graduates
and -0 interview SMEs. At the schools, graduate record data were manually
entered on worksheet forms for subsequent entry into computer files, Data
recording was accomplished either by TAEG project staff or school SME,Ounc-
tioning under general TAEG supervision. Information recorded consist4d prin-
cipally of end-of-course grades and time-to-complete training. Where avail-
able, the numbers of academic remediations and setbacks, and numbers of addi-
tional hours of instruction required were also recorded.

Training adequacy ratings were obtained from the CNET TAS'data.base.
The data included the fleet supervisors' ratings for each graduate (i.e., 1,
2, 3, 4, or 5) on each skill/knowledge item,of the course feedback question-
naire. The 12 ASVAB subtest scores of each graduate were als1) obtained from
the CNET TAS data base (or the student master file when necessary). All
data.collection was comp1eted by mid-1981.

STATISTICAL MODEL USED IN DATA'ANALYSIS

A partial hierarchical regression model was employed to examine the
effect of each set of predictors on the criterion variables (Cohen & Cohen,
1975; Klm & Kohout, 1975). This model allowed a unique partitioning of the
total variance of each criterion to be accounted for by each subset of pre-
dictors entered into the regression equation. The use of a multiple regres-
sion technique is consonant with current methodological approaches in inves-
tigating,the effects of ability characteristics and instructional variables
(aptitude-treatment interactions) on training effectiveness/efficiency (e.g.,
Cronbach & Snow, 1977). For the present study, predictor variables were
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TABLE 4. GRADUAT1 SAMPLES OF "A" SCHOOLS*

-COURSE -TYPE
GRADUATING

DATES

ORIGINAL
SAMPLE

SIZE ASVAB

TIME4
TO-

COMPLETE

END-OF- RATINGS
COURSE ON TAS
GRADE IMS

i
IX SP 10/79-4/80 254 241 231 NONE 170

4.

DK SP 8/19-2/80 110. 107 110 1,10 79

IM SP 10/79-4/80 18 18 17 . 15

MM6001** r Sp 1, 10/78-3/79 374 372 284

.16

282 138

MM12001** SP .... 9/78-/79 204 .203 176 176 124

PN SP 11/78-5/79 84 74 69 NONE 65

JD SP 1/79-7/79 185 179 185 NONE 162

YN SP 11/78-5/79 222 208 211 NONE /- 174

AD CMI -10/79-4/80
%
464 450 454 464 98

EN2 CMI 3/79-6/79 359 356 349 244

I

192

AE GP 3/79-5/79i 90 86 90 90 54

ASE GP 8/79-2/80 36 29 36 36 29

AW GP 1/79-7/79 47 42 45 45 35

EM -GP 8478-2/79 362 354 349 306 262

FTM GP 10/78-4/79
-

77 77 66 66 34
mr,

GMM GP 7/79-12/79 47 47 47 47 21

RMLSea3 GP 2/79-12/79 496 495 487 NONE 369

RM-Shor:e3 GP 3/79-8/79 400 397 400 NONE 396

'SH GP 10/79-3/80 177 176 177 177 132

Subtotals: SP 10/78-4/80 1451 1402 1283 584 P927

CMI 3/79-4/80 823 806 803 708 290

GP 8/78-4/80 1732 1703 1697 767 1332

Total 8/78-4/80 4006 3911 3783 2059 2549

1CMI data from Propulsion Engineering (PE) Basics obtained from CNTECHTRA
(CDP 6262; 552 records)

2CMI data from PE Basics obtained frohi CNTECHTRA (CDP 6261; 359 records)

, 3CMI data from RM Basfcs obtained from CNTECHTRA1(CDP 6144; 894 records)

*The cell entries,und6 each of the variables are the number of graduates
for whom data were available;

**1978 student training records obtained from National Archives via
CNTECHTRA and PE School.

. 18
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consl.dered statistically signjficantcnd relevant if they met an acceptable
level of significance (p<:.05) and,incremented the amount of variance
explained on each criterion variable by at least 2 percent. (See TAEG 117
for specification of the hierarchical regression model used in the study.)
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SECTION III

RESULTS

The results of the data analyses are presented in this section. Informa-

'tion derived from summary statistics and obtained from structured interviews
is presented first. Regression analyses of quantitative relationships among
the predictor and criterion measures are then summarized for graduates within
each school. Appendix G presents the results of the regression analyses of
the data; appendix H contains the zero-order and two nonparametric correlations
of variables used in the regression analyses.

SCHOOL DESCRIPTIONS

Descriptive statistics concerning seven predictor and nine criterion
variables for each of the schools are summarized below. Also presented are
the results of structured interviews conducted at each of the schools.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS. The means (T), standard deviations (SD), and sample
sizes (N) of seven predictor and nine criterion variables for each of the
schools in the study are presented in tables 5, 6, and 7. Table 5 summarizes
descriptive statistics of eight self-paced "A" schools and two computer-
managed instruction "A" schools. Table 6 summarizes descriptive statistics
of nine group-paced "A" schools; table. 7 summarizes descriptive statistics
of three computer managed basic courses. Note that only two basic schools
were examined (RM and PE Basics); however, graduates of the PE Basic school

subsequently entered two different "A" schools (MMIand EN). Thus, summary
statistics are presented for three different groupings of "A" school graduates:
RM, PE (MM), and PE (EN).

Each of the three tables shows the average of the graduate's general
ability level (AFQT) and the average specific ability level (ASVAB selector
composite) for each course. The relative amount (percentage) of a course's
content that reflects a particular type of generic task (i.e., fact, category,
procedure, rule, or princ4ple) is also shown. For each course, the graduates'
average end-of-course grades (where applicable) are given.. The average fleet
supervisor rating (overall trainin'g appraisal system (TAS)), computed over
all graduates and all questionnaire items, is shown for each cobrse. Average
supervisor ratings (for graduates) in each of the five generic tasks are ,

also presented. Additionally, average student time (in contact hours) to'
complete each particular course and the dollar cost to train each graduate
are given. The numbers immediately belOw the course identifier (e.g., AK/6522)
comprise the Course Data Processing (CDP) number. A CDP uniquely identifies
a course'and its location. The above information is presented for each ,

school grouped under method of instruction.

Individualized "A" Schools (Self-Paced and Computer-Managed Instruction).
Summary descriptions of predictor and criterion variables for the individual-
ized "A" schools (table 5) are provided below.

-

Ability Characteristics. The average AFQT percentile scores for all of the
individualized courses were above the standardized norm (i.e., 50). Graduates

20 4
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bf the TD and MM600 courses had the highest average AFQT scores (79 = Mental
Category 2)". The average graduates' ASVAB selector composite scores for all
individualized courses were. abbve the minimum cutoff levels required for .

entry into each of the schools. -

Training Tasks. The majority of tasks taught in 7 (AK, MM6GO, MM1200, PN,
YN, AD, EN) of.the 10 indiiidualized courses were procedure tasks. The
majority of tasks taught in two courses (DK and TD) were rule tasks, WIlrile
principle and procedure tasks (combined) farmed the majority of-tasks taught
in the IM course.

School Grades. End-of-course grades were proyided in 6 (DK, IM, MM600, MM1200,
AD, EN) of the M individualtzed courses. The average end-of-cpurse grade
ranged from 82 to 93 for the six courses. For three of the courses (DK, IM,
and AD), grades were in the 80s. Graduates of the remaining three courses
(MM600, MM1200, and IN) received grades in the 90s.

Training Time: For. 5 (MM1200, PN, TD, YN, AD) of the 10 individualized
courses, average student ebntact hours to complete their respective courses
were in the range of 100 to 200 hours. Graduates of two of the individual-
ized courses (EN and MM600) were in the 7G to 90 hours range for average
course completion, while graduates of the two other courses (AK and ok) hada range of 200 to 300 hours. The average course completion time for the IMcourse was-600 hours.

Training Cost. For 3 (EN, MM600, MM1200) of,the 10 indiOdualized courses,the average -cost was between $1,500 and $1,800 to produce-one graduate percourse session. For four of the courses (AK, DK, TD, and AD), the averagecost was between $2,500 and $3,000. For two -other courses (PN and YN), the
average graduate training cost ranged from $3,100 and $3,600. The average
training cost of the IM course was $6,400.

1

Overall TAS Ratings. On a five-point scale, the average overall fleet super-,
visor ratings of training adequacy for 8'(DK, IM, MM600, MM1200, PN, ID, YN,EN) of the 10 courses ranged from 2.6 to 3.0. The average overall TAS
ratings were above 3.0 for graduates of the AK and AD courses.

Task-Specific TAS Ratings. As.-shown'in table 5, average TAS c-atings were
very similar for the five generic tasks in 4 (AK, YN, AD, and EN) of the 10
individuali2ed.courses. The average TAS ratings for all five generic tasks
for the MM1200 and PN'courses were similar. However, the respective task-specific TAS ratings within the remaining four courses (DK, IM, MM600, andTD) 'differed. 'Within the DK course, TAS ratings for procedure task itemswere higher than for category task igems; in the IM course, TAS ratings werehigher for category task items than for principle task items; and in the TOcourse" TAS ratings werg higher for rule task items 'than for category t4fk

4
. items.

-
Conventional "A""Schools (Group-Paced Instruction). Table 6 presents descrip-
tive statistics fOr the nine conventional "A" salmis. Summary descriptionsof.the schools by predictor and criterion variables are provided below.
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Charapteristics The'average AFQT percentile scores for ail the
conventional 'courses were above the standardized norm (50): GradUates of
the FTM coui'se had the highest average AFQT score (72 =.Mental Category 2) of
the group-paced courSes. The average ASVAB selector composite scores for
all conventionaj course graduates were above the minimum levels required for
entriinto each-of the schools.

Training Tasks. The majority of tasks taught in five (AE, ASE, GMM, RM-Sea,

RM-Shore) of the nine conventional courses were.procedure tasks. The majority
of tasks taught in one course (EM) were principle tasks, whi.le no single-

'generic task comprised Fore than 50 percent of the generic tasks taught in
the remaining three courses (AW, FTM, SH).

School Grades. End-of-cogrse grades were pt.Ov ded for graduates of seven
(AE, ASE, AW, EM, FTM, GMM, SH) of the *nine 6i- -paced courses. Average
grades ranged from 79 to 89 for these seven coriventional courses. For three

of the courses (EM, FTM, and GMM), end-of-course grades were in the upper
70s, while for the remaining four courses (AE, AtE, AW, and SH) grades were
in the 80s. For the graduates of the RM-Sea and RM-Shore courses, grades
were recorded only as satisfactory/unsatisfattory.

Training Time, For seven (AE, ASE, AW; EM, FTM, GMM, SH) of the nine gro6p-
paced courses, average (if there were variable course lengths for graduates
within a course) or fixed course completion times were-in the 200 to 400
contact hours range. For the remaining two courses (RM-Sea and RM-Shore),
reported coursd,completion times were in the 70 to 100 contact hours range.

Training Cost. Training.costs for the RM-Sea and RM-Shore courses were
between $600 and $1,400 to produce one graduate. For the EM and SH courses,
training costs were between $2,000 and $3,000Per graduate. For four of the
remaining courses (AE, ASE, FTM, and-GMM)otraining costs were between $3,000
and $4,000 per graduate. For, the remaining course (AW), the average training
cost was $7,000 to produce one graduate.

Overall-TAS Ratings. The average overall TAS ratings for the nine group-
paced courses ranged from 2.5 to 3.2. The lowest average rating was assigned
to RMTSea graduates and the highest to SH graduates.

task-Specific TAS Ratings. The average TAS ratings were similar,for all
ive generic tasks in four (AE, ASE, EM, and SH) of the nine conventional

courses (table 61. Within the remaining-five courses (AW, FTM, GMM, RM-Sea,
and RM-Shore), their respective task-specific TAS ratings differed.

Basic (Prel.."4:) Schoels (Computer-Managed Instruction). Table 7 presents
descriptive statistics for three basic, computer-managed instruction courset.
Summary descriptions of the schools by predictor and criterion variables are
provided below.

Ability Characteristics. The average AFQT percentile and ASVAB selector
composite suires werepreviously presented in table 5 for the MM and EN gradu-
ates, and in table 6 for the RM graduates. Propulsion Engineering (PE) Basics
is a prerequisite course for the EN, MM600, and MM1200 "A" schools. Radioman
(RM)*Basics is a Oerequisite course for the RM-Sea and RM-Shore "A" schools.

22 . 26
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TrainingTasks. Training task information was available for two of the three
basic course's. The majority of tasks taught in the RM-Basics and PE-Basics
(MM) coui.9es were procedure tasks. In the RM-Basics couise, a substantial
Nmount of fact. and category tasks-were also taught, while i4 the PE-Basics
course (MM), a sufitantial amount of principle tasks were also taught.

School Grades. End-of-course grades were provided only for the PE-Basics
(MM1200 and MM600) course (average grade of 92).

Training Time. For the PE-Basics (EN) and PE-Basics. (MM1200 and MM600)
tOurses, average student contact tiours to complete the respective course
were between 90 and 105 hours. An average'course completion time of 244
student contact hours was reported for the RM-Basics course.

Naining Cost. For the-PE-Basics (EN) and PE-Basics (MM120) and MM600)
courses, average training costs were in the range of $1,100 to $1,500 to
produce one graduate. The average training cost to produce one graduate in
the RM-Basics course was $2,838.

Overall TAS Ratings. The average overall fleet supervisor ratings of train-
ing adequacy for the.RM-Basics and PE-Basics (MM1200 and MM600) courses ranged
between 2.5 and 2.9, respectively.

Task-Siiecific TAS Ratings. The average TAS ratings were approximately equal
for all five geherk tasks within the two courses (RM-Basics and PE-Basics'
(MM1200 and MM600)) that provided data from which task-specific ratings could

:be del-ived.

INTERVIEW RESULTS. Tables 8 through 13 present information. (for each course)
obtained froth intervieirs (see appendix F) of-SME1 at schools included in the
study. A summary of the SME responses across courses 4s presented below by
each area-covered in the interview.

Purpose of Training.; The purpose of'the "A" schoolt sampled is to train
Students in basic procedural, maintenance, operational, and/or administrative
requirements of their specialties (ratings). A key concept of "A" school
_training is to provide basic understanding of, and familiarization with, job
requirements through infornation ftesented in 41e courses. From the point .

of vtew of the,SMEs intervieWed, the mission of the "A" schools is to produce
graduates who have attained elemental knowledges and skills-which are required
for further development thrqpigh oti-the-job training in their first.duty assign-
ment. According to school SMEs, this,view may cdnflict with thatsof fleet
recipients of "A" school graduates who may expect the schools to provide at
least "apprentice-trained" graduates possessing job-entry level skills who
are immediately qualified to perform certain job duties.

Organization ot Training. Training content, at all schools, was typically
organized by major topic areas,that were presented es modules or unit blocks.
The topics w6re delivered in a fixed sequence, but the individual lessons
contained Within each topic area varied in length and in sequence presentation
per class session. The'designated method of instruction (i.e., SP, GP,
CMI)-for a particular codrse pertained primarily to the delivery' of
'information/theory in the course. Laboratory/hands-on aspects of a course
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typically involved training students with equipment/simulators and working

within a general timesframe for completion of the laboratory tasks. The

media used to teach students ranged from audiovisual materials to mock-ups,

training devices, simulators, and actual equipment.

Performance Measurement. Multiple choice tests, written quizzes, laboratory

hands-on tests, achievement on practical probleMs, and homework i-epresented

the majority of assessment techniques used to measure student achievement.

When available, final course grades were computed in various ways. End-of-

course grades were derived either from simple or from weighted averages of

all tests, or were based on a single comprehensive end-of-course examination.

In some instances, the final course grade was given simply as satisfactory.

or unsatisfactory. This determination was made by instructor observation of

studetrt performance. When'class standing was computed in a particular course,

student rank was based on final course grade, and/or time-to-complete the

course. L.

Adminfstration of Training. Approximately one-half of the cOurses studied

have prerequisite courses in the form of basic, fundamental, or HA" school

phase 1 courses. The majority of students attending the courses came from
recruit training commands (RTCs) with a small percentage being fleet returnees,

those from the "JOBS" program, or reservists. Most school graduates were

immediately assigned to fleet duty billets after completing their courses.
Some graduatet continued into another phase of the s.ame course or intd

advanced courses before reporting to.fleet duty.
. .

The time interval between a student's arrival'and starting a course
ranged from.l.to 30 days with a typical wait of less than 7 days for the

majority of courses. The time intervalletween a student's.graduation and
departure to the next duty station ranged from 1 15 days, with a typical

delay of less than 2 days'for the majority of courses (not counting 14 days

leave.time).

At most schools, remediation procedures requined the student to review

the failed material, take a retest, and/or receive tutoring/counseling from

an instructor. The instructor, learning center supervisor, or Academic Review
Board (ARB) determined the criteria for, and extent of, student remediation.

The ARB decided whether a student should be set back withinba course. Set-

backs typically occurred when a student consistently failed remediated tests.
The TAEG found that official documentation of remediation and of setback
hours in the student records was inconsistent or difficult to separate out
from total contact hours" across the majority of the schools sampled.

AttiVides. The majority of the SMEs responding to the attitude questions
indicated that GP instruction wquld be (or is) more effective in fulfilling

the purpose of the course than SP instruction. SMEs at SP and CMI schools

were equally divided over the relative effectiveness of GP and SP, while

all the SMEs at GP schools stated that the GP mode was effeCtive. _Similarly,
the majority of the SMEs interviewed at the SP and GP schools favored group-
pacing over self-pacing in overall training effectiveness.
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TABLE 5. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES fOR THE
INDIVIDUALIZED *A" SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

PREDICTORS )-(

44.

SELF-PAtED COURSES

AK DK IM M1600 1MM1200
652g 6061 6046 6493 6492

SD N T( SD N X SD N T( SD N i SD N

AFQT (Percentile Score) 60.93 12.09 241 63.96 13.60 107 57.39 16.54 18 79.65 14.68', 372 66.25 18.38 203
ASVAS COMPOSITE
. (Navy Standard Score) 109.65 7.62 .240 111.90 10.34 108 165.65 12.66 17 118.15 10.30 360 111.02 13.33 201

FACT (%)
CATEGORY (%)
PROCEDURE (%)
RULE (%)
PRINCIPLE (X)

CRITERIA

0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A , 0.0a 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A
3.33 0.00 254 6.00 0.00 110 0.00 0.00 N/A 15.38 0.00 374 13.33 0.00 204

66.66 _0.00 254 16.00 0.00 110 44.82 0.00 18 69.23 0.00 374 66.66 0.00 204
30.00 0.00 254 78.00 0.00 110 8.62 0.00 18 0.00 0.00 N/A 0,90 0.00 N/A
0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A 46.55 0.00 18. 15.38 0.00 374 20M0 0.00 204

,END-OF-COURSE GRADE (% CORRT) N/A N/A N/A , 86.08 4.89 110 82.67 6.18 16 93.31 4.43 282 90.60 4.61 176
')OVERALL TRAINING APPRAISAL

erSYSTEM (TAS) RATING (5pt Scale) r3.21 0.73 168 2.92 0.64 78 2.85 0.37 15 2.86 0.70 129 2.81 0.69 109
FACT TAS RATING (5pt Scale) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
CATEGORY TAS RATING (5pt Scale) 3.41 0.88 138 2.28 0.71 45 'N/A N/A N/A

4 3.08 0.74 98 2.96 0.68 78
PROCEDRE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) 3.20 0.70 165 3.04 0.71 74 2.8. 0.39 15 2.78 0.70 125U 2.80 0.74 106
RULE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) 3.23 , 0.78 155 2.91 0.65 78 3.03 0.65 13 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRINCIPLE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.76 0.44 45 2.75 0.84 120 2.73 0.82 104

.4

TIMi-TO-COMPLETE,THE
COURSE (HRS) 206.50 46.33 231 .281.37 47.01 110 629.31 127.33 17 91.92 38.86 284 139.57 47.39 176

COST TO PRODUCE ONE GRAWATE(S) 2577.54 0.00 254 2968.66 0.00 110 6475.95 0.00 18 1699.20 0.00 374 1839.75 0.00 204

NOTES: i = Mean.

SD = Standard deviation.
N = Sample size.
N/A = Data not available, or applicable.
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TABLE 5. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE
INDIVIDUALIZED "A" SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY (continued)

4
SELF-PACED COURSES COMPUfER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION

PN TD YN AD EN

6102 6521 6057 6501 6487

PREDICTORS X SD N X SD N X SD N X SD N i SD N

AFQT (Percentile Score) 63.26 13.12 74 79.82 13.65 179 51.59 14.23 208 50.94 13.64 450 57.29 13.94 356

ASVAB COMPOSITE
(NaVy Standard Score) 112.73 10.10 74 181.49 11.20 165 166.53 10.63 211 207.78 18.48 451 108.72 10.72 352

FACT (%) ' 0.00 0.00 N/A 6.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A 4.76 0.00 464 0.00 0.00 N/A

CATEGORY (%) 0.00 0.00 N/A 8.33 0.00 185 4.16 cmyl 222 0.00 0.00 N/A 15.62 0.00 359

PROCEDURE (%) 76.92 0.00 84 12.50 0.00 185 87.50 0.00 222 85.71 0.00 464 84.37 0.00 359

RULE f%) 23.07 0.00 84 70.83 0.00 185 8.33 0.00 222 9.52 0.00 464 0.00 0.00 N/A

PRINCIPLE (%) 0.00 0.00 N/A 8.33 0.00 185 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 'N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A

CRITERIA '

..
'

END-OF-COUBSE GRADE (% CORRECT) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 83.08 -7.65 453 90.78 6.84 239

OVERALL TRAINING APPRAISAL
SYSTEM (TAS) RATING (5pt Scale) 2.91 0.57 65 2.66 0.62 162 - 2.88 .0.73 173 3.01 0.58 97 2.93 0.56 190

FACT TAS RATING (5pt Scale) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A- N/A N/A N/A N/A '2.99 0.68 68 N/A N/A N/A

CATEGORY TAS RATING (5pt Scale) N/A N/A N/A 2.33 0.71 89 2.88 0.81 160 N/A N/A N/A 2.98 0.62 190

PROCEDURE TAS RATING (5pi Scale) 2.97 0.60 65 2.48 0.72 10 2.89 0.74 172 3.01 0.58 97 2.92 0.56 190

RULE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) 2.76 0:61 65 2.74 0.63 161 2.85 0.88 163 3.07 0.84 54 N/A N/A N/A

PRINCIPLE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) N/A N/A N/A 2.33 0.91 145 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - N/A

TIME-TO-COMPLETE THE
COURSE (HRS) 150.04 57.74 69 145.43 25.89 185 171.30 50.66 211 190.12 50.46 454 -73.84 13.45 348

COST TO PRODUCE ONE GRADUATE(S) 3159.51 0.00 84 2629.44 0.00 185, 3598.13 0.00 222 2488.32 0.00 464 1549.05 0.00 359

I.



TABLE 6. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE

CONVENTIONAL "A" ,SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

PREDICTORS X

AE
6515

SD N X

ASE

6530

SD N

8ROUP-PACED COURSES

AN
6537

X SD N X

. EM

6070

SD N X

FTM
6027

SD N

AFQT (Percentile Score) 61.86 16.02 86 64.10 15.53 29 68.65 12.54 43 62.95 15.37 354 72.22 14.67 77

ASVAB COMPOSITE
(Navy Standard Score) 227.27 16.70 86 166.80 11.78 30 115.40 8.20 42 161.71 18.52 337 236.38 10.74 72

FACT (%) 0.00 0.00 N/A -0.00 0.00 N/A 2.43 0.00 47 -2.27 0.00 362 18.75 0.00 77

CATEGORY (%) 3.84 0.00 90 0.00 0.00 N/A 14.63 0.00 47 4.54 0.00 362 29.16 0.00 77

PROCEDURE (%) 59,61_ D.00- -90- - 92,85 0.00 36 14.63 0.00 47 ,20.45 0.00 362 18.75 0.00 77

RULE (%) 3.64 0.00- 90 2.38 0.00 36 24.39 0.00 47 13.63 OM 362 4.16 0.00 77

PRINCIPLE (%) 32.69 0.00 90 4.76 0.00 36 43.90 0.00 47 59.09 0.00 362 29.16 0.00 77

CRITERIA

END-OF-COURSE GRADe (% CORRECT) 82.61 5.80 90 83.25 6.28 36 82.17 5.31 46 79.36 5.35 306 77.69 4.80 66

OVERALL TRAINING APPRAISAL
SYSTEM (TAS) RATING (5pt Scale) 2.86 0.40 54 2.86 0.68 28 2.80 0.49 36 2.81 0.54 262 2.73 0.64 34

FACT TAS RATING (5pt Scale) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.94 0.67 - -36, 2,70- 0.84. 172 2.95 0.59 34

CATEGORY TAS RATING (5pt Scale) 2.74 0.77 53 N/A N/A N/A 2.77 .0.46 35 2.93 0.61 251 2.83 0:56

PROCEDURE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) 2.92 0.39 54 2.88 0.68 28 3.02 0.60 36 2.92 0.61 262 2.73 0.73 34

RULE TAS RATING.(5pt Scale) 2.53 0.82 52 2.70 0.88 22 2.62 0.64 36 2.75 0.63 261 2.67 0.73 33

PRINCIPLE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) 2.83 0.47 54 2.76 1.05 25 2.80 0.58 36 2.79 0.58 261 2.54 0.87 26

TIME-TO-COMPLETE THE .. _

COURSE (HRS) 446.67 14.99 90 368.00 0.00 36 404.67 30.00 46 259.46 43.45 349 428.03 50.53 66

COST TO PRODUCE ONE GRADUATEM 4378.00 0.00 90 3646.88 0.00 36 7019.60 0.00 47 2958.57 0.00 362 4196.78 0.00 77

34.
33
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TABLE 6. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE
CONVENTIONAL "A" SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN THE STUDY (continued)

PREDICTORS ji

GMM

6115

SD N )-(

GROUP-PACED COURSES

RM-SEA
6380

SD N )-(

RM-SHORE
6381

SD N 5.

sFi

6477

SD N

ANT (Percentile Score) 66.87 13.83 47 55.73 12.60 495 57.60 10.56 397 53.04 10.00 176
ASVAB COMPOSITE .

(Navy Standard Score) 226.21 13.98 47 105.74 7.96 487 106.45 6.85 388 103.22 8.67 176

FACT (i) 1.85 0.00 47 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A
CATEGORY (%) 18.51 0.00 47 20.00 0.00 496 12.50 0.00 400 3.84 0.00 177
PROCEdURE (%) 53.70 0.00 47 80.00 0.00 496 87.50 0.00 400 46.15 0.00 177
kLE (%) 11.11 0.00 47 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A 42.30 0.00 177
PRINCIPLE (%) 14.81 0.00 47 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A* 7.69 0.00 177

CRITERIA

END-OF-COURSE GRADE (% CORRECT) 76.88 4.93 47 N/A N/A N/A N/A 'N/A N/A 89.36 4.40 177
OVERALL TRAINING APPRAISAL

.

SYSTEM (TAS) RATING (5pt Scale) 2.85 0.58 13 2.45 0.68 363 ).62 0.69 309 3.18 0.65 130
FACT TAS RATING.(5pt Scale) 2.00 1.10 6 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
CATEGORY TAS RATING (5pt Scale) .2.84 0.73 12 2.54 0.40 354 2.27 0.99 75 3.29 0.84 103
PROCEDURE 'FAS RATING (5pt Scale) 2.84 0.64 13 2.39 0.60 349 2.63 0.69 309 3.21 0.67 130
RULE TAS RATING 15pt Scale) 3.11 0.63 12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.17 Q.72 130
PRINCIPLE TAS RATING (5pt Scale)* 2.77 0.66 11 N/A N/A . N/A N/A , N/A N/A 3.01 0.85 76

TIME-TO-COMPLETE THE t

COURSE (HRS) 330.80 5.14 47 112.00 0.00 496 72.00 0.00 400 240.00 0.00 177

COST TO PRODUCE ONE GRADUATE(S) 4228.68 0.00 47 1419.30 0.00 496 595.68 0.00 400 2129.76 0.00 177

,
,

,

,
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TABLE 7. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES
FOR THE BASIC COURSES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

PREDICTORS R

RM-B
6144

SD

COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION

PE-B(EN)

6261

N X SD N X

PE-B(MM)

' 6262 .

SD N

AFQT (Percentile Score) N/A N/A N/A
ASVAB COMPOSITE .

(Navy Standard'Score) N/A N/A
..

N/A

FACT (X) 27.27 0:00 894 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A
CATEGORY (%) 18.18 0.00 894 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A
PROCEDURE (%) 54.54 0.00 894 0.00 0.00 N/A 65.21 0.00 .552
RULE (X) 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A
PRINCIPLE (X) 0.00 0.00 N/A 0.00 0.00 N/A 34.78 0.00 552

CRITERIA

END-OF-COURSE GRADE (% CORRECT) N/A N/A N/A N/A NJA N/A 91.81 4.51 460
OVERALL TRAINING APPRAISAL

SYSTEM (TAS) RATING (5pt Scale) 2.58 0.54 697 N/A N/A N/A 2.86 0.61 251
FACT TAS RATINGr(5pt Scale) 2.53 0.62 683 NJA NJA N/A N/A N/A N/A
CATEGORY TAS RATING (5pt Scale) , 2.78 0.69 651 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
PROCEDURE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) 2.55 0.62. 684 N/A N/A N/A 2.80 0.64 251
RULE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) -N/A N/A N/A , N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRINCIPLE TAS RATING (5pt Scale) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.97 0.61 248

4

TIME-TO-COMPLETE THE
COURSE (NRS) 244.31 85.42 885 104.86 30.62 351 92.93 27.72 548

COST fo PRODUCE ONE GRADUATE($) 283800 0.00 894 1509.30 0.00 359 1149.40 0.00 552

NOTE:_ N& . Not applicable; data previously presented in tables 5 and 6.
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TABLE 8. SCHOOL INFORMATION: SELF-PACED COURSES (AK, DK, TD, YN)

Information
Items

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN*

Aviation Storekeeper (AK)
"A" School

. 6522/C-551-2010

Disbursing Clerk (OK)
"A" School

6061/A-542-011

Aviation Tecakcian Training
Deviceman (TD) "A" School

6521/C-191-2010

Yeoman (YN)
"A" School

6057/A-510-0012

Purpose of the

Course

Average Course

Lengthl (Contact

Organization of
Training Content

Breakdown of

Instruction

Media

Performance

Types of Tests

Computation of
Final Course

Grade

Basic administrative and
materiel control proce-
dures and operations in
squadrons and maintenance

departments

435 days (227.5 hrs)

Hours)

vim

16 modules composed of
topics of varying
length; fixed sequence

75% SP for info/theory

25% lab/hands-on

Audiovisual (A/V material)

Pass each module
Hand in homework if fall
behind in course. Pass

lab exercises

Multiple-choice

Lab/hands-on

SAT/UNSAT. Achieve 100%

on module tests in three
attempts. Timp to

complete
. .

1/

1Based on SMEs estimate; refers to actual technical training time only.

. 21M1 refers to instructor Managed instruction.

Information and procedures
to manage/compute pay and
allowances and travel

entitlements
. .

50 days (350 hrs)

12 units composed of
lesson topics of varied

, length, in fixed

sequence

'50% SP info/theory

50% lab/hands-dn

Office machines

Pass each lesson topic
Pass lab exercises

Multiple-choice,
Lab practical

Weighted average of

unit tests

Basic administration,'
maintenance and operation

of flight simulators,
training aids, test

equipment, electrical
and electromechanical
device systems

27 days (216 hrs)

8 modules composed of
/lesson topics of varying
length; fixed sequence

35% SP for info/theory
65% lab/hands-on (also 1M12)

A/V material

Pass each module

Multiplenchoice,
Lab/hands-on

SAT/UNSAT - must reach
100% criterion (time to
complete)

Apprentice level knowledge

of administrative skills
and preparation of

correspondence

35 days (241 hrs)

4 modules consisting of
varying number of lesson
topics (totaling 43 lesson

topics). Modules are
presented in a fixed

sequence.

17% SP
83% lab.for preparation

of correspondence typing

A/V materials, typing

Pass each module

Lab/hands-on performance
tests ,

Pass/faileach module

A

*COP: Course Data Processing number.

CIN: Course Identification number.

3 9
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TABLE 8. SCHOOL INFORMATION: SELF-PACED COURSES (AK, DK,*TD, YN) (continued) .

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN

Information
Items

Aviation Storekeeper (AK)
"A" School

6522/C-551-2010

Disbursing Clerk,(DK) Aviation Technician Training
"A School Deviceman (TD) "A" School

6061/A-542-011 6521/C-191-2010

CIass.Standing

Prerequisite

Schools

Accession

Patterns

'Setback
Procedures

Billet Assignments
After Course
Completion

Interval Between:
a. Arrival and

starting the
course

b. Graduation and
departure to
duty statioo

ReMediation
Procedures

None. Honor graduate
acknowledgment if
finish in 20 days

None

Recruit Training Command (RTC)
Fleet returnees
Reservists
"JOBS" program personnel

Fleet/Shore

' Same day

14 days leave ,

Retake only questions
missed on test to achieve
100%. If fall behind,
hand in homework

None formally. ARB
counselS student

Final.course grade.

Honor graduate if grade
higher than 90%

None

RTC
Fleet

Fleet/Shore

Same day_

3 days (then 14 days
leave) -

Redo lesson topics
previously failed--
amount,of work
determIned by the
instructors

None formally

None

BE/E

AVA-1 (Aviation Fundamentals)

RTC
AVA, fleet retUrnees

Fleet/Shore

Same day

Same day'.

Retake questions
failed initially

Noni. ARB counsels
students

_

L. 41 0

.4

Yeoman (YN)
' "A' School
6057/A-510-0012

None

None

RTC; few fleet returnees

Fleet

Same day

Varies

'

Given special lessons if
'fail lesson after three
attempts. Given two
attempts to pass mociule -

test If failed first
time

ARB determines if trainee
is to'setback, especially if
trainee fails lesson after.
three attempts or module
tests after two attempts

42
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8. iCHOOLLTKPORMATIOltr SftfLPACEO-COURSEI-VX;--OrriVrYff)tamtPlittra)

Infoimation

- Items

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN'

Aviation Storekeeper (AK)
School

6522/C-551-2010

SME

Comments

Effectiveness of
Current method of
instruction in
achieving the

purpose of the
course

Opinion re
overall
effectiveness
of SP versus GP

No. Unable to ke6p up with
paper changes

Required to,change
Curriculum every quarter;
difficult to update
. New terminology 'difficult

to teach trainees

Difficult to teach
hands-on with SP--thanges
bring changes to procedures
all the thne

Writfhg'styles differ
among authors,with changes.
There is alot 'Of oirriting
of the procedures by
instructors

Lag time (to institute
change in the cOurse)-too
great
. Too many changes for
SP--can't train to job
entry level--train to 3rd
class level instead.

. Favor GP. GP would cut
turn-around topeint
course changes. Could
have GP at beginning and
SP at end of course

'. 14.6 grade readipg
level of pubs. Possible
mismatch with reading
level of trainees \
. Possibly pot retaining
information-informal

comprehens4ve exam results
indicate 90% first-time
failure rate
. SP morviristructor/
curriculum intensive
than GP .

Disbursing Clerk (DK)
School

6061/A-542-011

Yes

46-

Favor GP over SP
but staff has not
been under GP modq
. 6P may be better for
"lower level" trainees
lacking reading skills,

etce
SP better for

management and
scheduling and
flexibility--more

throughput of
students

dO

Aviation Technician Training
Deviceman (TD) "A" School

6521/C-191-2010

Yeoman (YN)
' 0A" School

6057/A410-0012

. No. SP doesn't_train
students Well in substantive
areas like electronjcs.
Curriculum is too easy.
Main tests are taken
from progress tests in
_book. _Complaint centers

on poor materials and
testing methods. CISOs
are writing materials and
tests

. Some students "race"
the computer which defeats

= purpose of SP

Same as above

. No. Too much'variation
in manyals. One-cannot
have SP instruction and get
standard performance.
Manuals are open to inter-
pretation. Instructor
becomes a "grading" machine.

Students are missing OJT and
instructor experiences due
to civilian contract
teaching

Favor GP over SP. SP

instruction (relies mainly

on) examples specific to
the school ,

4
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Informatiom
Items

TABLE 9, SCHOOL INFORMATION: SELF-PACED COURSES (IM, MM1200 PSI, M11600 PSI, PN)

SCHOOtSand CDP/CIN

Instrumentman (IM)

"A" School
6046/A-670-0010

Machinist's Mate (MM)
1200 psi "A School
6492/A-651-0053

-Machinist'; Mate (MM)
600 psi 'A" School
6493/Ar651-0082

Personnelman (PN)
"A" School

6057/A-500-0014

Purpose of
the Course

Averagg Course
,Lengthl

Organization of
Training Content

Breakdown of
Instruction

Media

Performance

Measures

Types of Tests

Basic procedures to repair,
calibrate, and perform

casualty analysis on
precision, mechanical

measuring instruments

100 days (750 hrs)

15 modules with varying
number of lessons within
each module. Fixed
sequence.

50% SP for info/theory.
50% lab/hands-on
practice

Written material

Pass each lesson. Hand
in homework if fall
behind. Pass lab
exercises. Pass written
test for knowledge

Mnitiple-choice and lab/
hands-on. Homework
assignments on case-by-
cdse basis

Basic understanding of
operatipnal and preventive

maintenanceuprocedures of
conventional (non-nuclear)
1200 psi turbines

34 days (248.2 hrs)
-

16 modules with varying
number of lessons within
each module. Watch
station indoctrination
presented after last
module. Fixed sequence

70% SP'for info/theory

18% lab/hands-Oh practice
12% classroom seminar
for discyssion

Steam propulsion plant

Pass each module.
Pass lab'in watch-
standing

Multiple-cheice and fill
in the blanks. Watch-
standing-graad on SAT/
UNSAT basis

Present nuclear power school
students with basic under-
standing of 600 psi
turbines and evaporators

10.days (73 hrs)

16 moduleleh %/trying

number of lessons within
.each module. Natal
station indoctrination
presented after last
module. Fixed sequence

70% SF for info/theory
30% lab/hands-on

practiCe

Steam propulsion plant

Pass each module.

Pass lab exercise on.
evaporators. Sometimes
have to pass each lesson
within a module

Multiple-choice and
hands-on test on
evaporators

Basic clerical.duties,
typing skills, and
preparation of Naval
correspondence and use of

) manuals

36 days (217 hrs)

60 lessons organized .
into 4 major phases.
Fixed-sequence. Lesson
length varies

SP (no breakdown give!,

in...percentages)

lab/hands-on

Written material

Pass each lesson.
Pass lab/exercise

Multiple-choice
lab/handsron

hased on SMEs' estimates; refers to actual training time only.

4 5 L. a
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TABLE 9. SCHOOL INFORMATION: SELF -PACED COURSES (IM, MM1200 PSI, MM600 PSI, PN) (continued)

Information
Items

SCHOOL and COP/CIN

Instrumentman (IM)
"A" School

6046/A-670-0010

Machinist's Mate (MM)
1200 psi "A School

6492/A-651-0053

Machinist's Mate (MM)
600 psi "A" School
6493/A-651-0082

Personnelman (PN)
"A" School

6057/A-500-0014

CoMputation of
Final Course Grade

Class Standing

Prerequ4site Schools

Accession Patterns

Billet Assignments
_After Course

Completion

Interval Belween:

a. Arrival and
starting the
course

b. Graduation and
departure to
duty station

Remediation

Procedures

Setback
Procedures

Comprehensive final. If

fail, then compute average
from prior module test
results

Not computed

None

RTC'

Fleet

Same day

About 3 weeks; includes
about 15 days leave -

Repeat lessons within
module with aid from
instruttor/course
officer/or ARB2

Repeat module. ARB
attempts to find cause
of trainee's poor
performance

Comprehensive final requiring
80.57% and above to pass.
Comprehensive orals 9iven

in' seminars

Honor graduates require
greater than 95:37% and

complete course in 25
days

PE BASICS

RTC

F,leet

2 days

15 days leave_

Instructor counsels

trainees every 5 days
for personal problems.
Typically, there is "oral"

remediation without
documentation

ARB reviews academic and
motivation problems to
determine setbacks.
Trainee set back for not
passing seminars

Comprehensive final
requiring 91.26% to pass

Honor graduates require
greater than 97.32% and
complete course in 6 days

PE BASICS

RTC

Nuclear Power School
in Orlando

Same day

15 days leave

Same as MM 1200

None formally.
Nuclear Power Advisor
decides whether student
should be dropped dr
waivered

Time to completion

None used

None

RTC

Fleet

1 day

3 days

Goes to classroom to study

the failed test--retake
test under supervision of
learning center instructor.

Trainee counseled if falls
behind by 5 lessons

ARB queitions trainee on
subject matter if trainee
fails the retake test.
Oecision is then made to
setback, etc.

2Academic Review Board. 4 j



TABLE 9. SCHOOL INFORMATION: SELF-PACED COURSES (IM, FM1200 PSI, 9I600 PSI, PN) (continued)

, .

Information
Items

SCHOOL.and CDP/CIN

Instrumentman (1M)
"A" School

6046/A-670-0010

Machinist's Mate (MM)
1200 psi "A" School
6492/A-651-0053

Machinist's Mate (-1.01)

600 psi "A" School
6493/A-651,0082

Personnelman (PH)
"A" School

6057/A-500-00I4

SME

Comments

Effectiveness of

current method of

instruction in
achieving the

purpose of the
course

Opinion of
overall
effectiveriess of
SP versus GP

. Yes, but lockstep (GP)

more effective with a
dynamic instructor
. SP would replace
a low/mediocre fnstructor

See above ,

. Yes, with exceptiqn of

time cequired in 1200 (hot)

. (trainee) should be
doing more (activities)
within the 6 days of
watch
. the hot plant is used
for many activities (PE0,4
etc.) but trainee not
allowed to put "hands-on"

even though plant was
built to train 1200 psi
trainees
. SP is adequate with
(GP) seminar as a check
point

. SP emphasizes
quantity over quality
. SP adequate with a

seminar
. Not much self-
satisfaction of
instructors ill SP

. No, no comprehension (by

students) in course
. Probably not 1ruch

retention
. Original purpose was to
present terminology and
functions, and "weed-out"
inadequate NUdlear Power
School selectees. (However,

the students are) actually not
weeded out properly because
only approximately .5% weeded
out, and approximately 70%
dropout later in Nuclear
Power School

. Suggest striding only honor
grads to Nuclear Power School
and give them the MM600 course
there in Orlando

. Yes, SP best for Job
entry level

. Would lose more under GP

instruction of Job entry
level skills

Tavor SP

3Parentheses ".( )" added to complete the flow of the comments.

4ProsPective Engineering Officer.
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TABLE 10. SCHOOL INFO4MATI0N: CMI COURSES (EN, AD;-RMFBA§ICS, PE BASICS)

Information

Items

SCHOOL ad CDP/CIN

Engineman (EN)
"A" School

6482/A-652-0010

Aviation Machinist's Mate (AD)
"A" School

6501/C-601-2010

Radioman (RM) Basics
*A" School

6144/A-202-0014

'Propulsion Engineering (PE) Basics
6261 (EN)/6262 (MM1200 & MM600)/

A-651-0010_

Purpose of Course Basic operation and mainte-
nance of diesel engines.
Perform as Engineman

- Messenger of the Watch (EMOW)
and Engineman Petty Officer,
ofithe Watch (EPOW) for
diesel propulsion plant

_

Ayerage Course 17 days (85 hrs)

Length]. (Content Hours)

Organization of
Training Content

Lk)
Cr1

Breakdown of
Instruction

Media

Performance

Measures

Types of Tests

15 modules. Each module
has a topic in 3 levels:
programmed instruction,
narrative, and summary..
Length of.modules varies
with topic. ModuleS
presented in fixed
sequence

50% CMI info/theory
50% laboratory for
hands-on practice

Manuals and movies

Pass each module. Hand
in homework if fall
behind. Uses work
booklet; read micrometers
in lab. Stand EMOW and
EPOW successfully. Final

comprehensive.exam

Multiple-choice,and lab/
hands-on. Iff multiple

choice, write answer in
test booklet and then
convert to multiple-
choice alternative

Basic understanding of opera-
tions and principles of
aircraft propulsion, hydro-
electric, and rotary wing
dynamics, systems replacement,
and maintenance

'27.5 days (216 hrs)

11 modules composed of
lesson topics, fjxed
sepuence r

40% CHI info/theory
30% GP - discussion
30% lab/hands-on

A/V material

Pass module tests

Multiple-choice;
lab/hands-on

Security procedures for
messages, code signs, use
of manuals, and preparation
of message formats on
teletype,

33.5 days (258 hrs)

Modules with varying
lengths. Each module
covers a major topic;
fixed sequence

40% CH[I for info/theory
60% lab/hands-on in TTY
drills

Written material; TTY
equipment

Pass each module
Pass lab practical

Multiple-choice,
lab/hands-on

Familiarize BTs, Ms, and
ENs with hand tools and-
basic principles of engin-
eering system components in
shipboard propulsion plants

'17.5 days (129 hrs)

13 modules. 'Each moduli
has a topic composed of
varying number of lessons.
Modules presented in fixed
sequence

80% CMI info/theory
20% lab for hands-on t

Slide/sound projections;
operational equipment

Pass each module, pass lab
exercises.. Some modules
have more than one test.
Sometimes tests are
grouped over serieS of
lessons across modules

Multiple-choice and lab/
hands-on. Paper-pencil
tests may also consist of
just choosing answer from a
group of answers, not
necessarily in a multiple-
choice format

lgased on SMEs estimates; refers to actual training time onlY.

-5i "
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TABLE 10. SCHOOL INFORMATION: CM! COURSES (EN, AD, RM BASICS, PE BASICS) (continued)

lnfonmation

Items

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN

Engineman (EN)
"A" School

6482/Ar652-0010 .

Aviation Machinist's Mate (AD)
"A" School

6501/C-601-2010

Radioman (RM) Basics
"A" School

6144/A-202-0014,

Propulsion Engineering (PE) Basics
6261 (EN)/6262 (MM1200 & MM600)/

A-651-0010

Computation of
Final Course
Grade

Class Standing

Prerequisite

AcceSsion Patterns

(Billet Assignments
44fter Course

Interval Between:
a. ArriVal and

starting the

course

b. Graduation and
- departure to
--duty station

Remediation
Procedures

Setback

kProcedures

One final exam with 150
questions worth two-thirds
of a point each. 80.57% is
minimum passing grade.
Also, must pass at least
80% of modules

Based on final exam, three

groups are ranked:
80.57 - 87, 88 - 94,
95 - 100

PE BASICS

RTC and 5% from fleet

.Fleet, 5-10%; "C" School
for rest

1 day. Start "A" SchoOl
when begin PE BASICS

1 week; longer for

overseas assignments

Upon failing a modu)e,
trainee reviews items
missed with'the
instructor; -oral'
remediation with
instructor; or repeats
workbook

If student fails modules
after four attempts,
ARB makes decision
about set back

Weighted sum of CMI,
Shop, and GP performance
tests
63% to pass

Final course grade

AFUN-P (Aviation
Fundamentals)

RTC

NAMTRA (Advanced Aviation
Machinist training)

Same day

3 days

In the CMI portion.of the
course, student reviews
failed lesson and then is
verbally questioned by
instructor. In GP and
lab, only verbal
questioning by insteuctor

None, ARB counsels

Time to completion

None. 'Accelerated advance-
ment if complete the ,

course within 20% of
projected time, and then
can make E43 without
advancement test

None formally. If time
permits, 4-5 days pretyping
training is given

RTC

RM "A" Schdol

(Sea or Shore)

25 days (attending

basic military
instruction).

1 day

, -
Retakes failed module .
until achieves 100%
correct

None

One final exam with 150
questions. Honor. graduate

must have at least 95%
on.final exaT and complete
course in 71/2 days

None - use above criteria
for honoreduate

None

RTC

i3T, EN, or MM "A" 5chool

5 days - includes 3 days of
indbctrination

less than 2 days-

Learning Center Supervisor
determines whether student
needs tuto;ing or night
study (2 hrs/nig0t)

ARB decides whether tO set
back studentieFew setbacks,
10-15/yr. up set back,

student starts with
module which resulted in
original failure

A
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TABLE 10. SCHOOL INFORMATION: CHI COURSES (EN, AO, RH BASICS, PE BASICS) (continued)

Information
, Items

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN

,

Engineman (EN) Aviation Miciiinist's Hate (AD) 0 Radioman ( RH) Basics
"A" School "A" Sdhool

6482/A-652-0010 65017C-601-2010 144/A-202-0014

Propulsion'Enginedring (PE) Bisics
6261 (EN)/6262 (441200 & *1600)/

A-651-0010

SME

Comments"'

Effectiveness of
current method of
instruction in
achieving the
purpose of the
co4rse

tipion re
eaectiveness
of,SP versus GP

Yes - adequate but scope
should be widened to
cover A ivision and
auxiliary its

GP would be better than

SP in increasing scope,of
content to better reflect
true fleet conditions

No - our e does not prodece
appredt mechanics.

.Instr tor apathy present
and udents are, not

tr ted,with concern

GP would be better dian

41001°P""1"*.. instructors feel that
they are clerks

Theoreticilly, student
can go through course and
never ask a question

A lot of instructor
apathy '

No response reported .

No response reported

- about 85-95% effective
if used properly
. Up to instructors to pick
out acadeMic problems and
correct them, but some
instructors can't handle
academtc problems and depend'
too much on computers to
manage course fully .

. A big problem is that
30-40% -students have

diffttulty in reading/
comprehension

SP worse than OP, but
perhaps this opinion due
more, to ignorance of

.capabilities of cOmputer
and training of instructors
(than to SP; per se)

56'



TABLE 11. SCHOOL INFORMATION: CONVENTIONAL COURSES (AE; ASE, AW)

Information
Items

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN

Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE)
"A" School

6515/C-602-2012

Aviation Support Equipment
Techniciah Electrical (ASE)

"Al" School

6530/C-602-2019

Aviation Anti-Submarine
Warfare Operator (AW)

"A" School

6537/C-210-2010

Purpose of the Course

Average Course Length].
(Contact Hours)

Organization of
Training Content

-Breakdown of
Instruction

Media

Performance Measures

Types of Tests

Computation of Final
Course Grade

Class Standings

Basic maintenance procedure
on aircraft electrical,
electronic, and instrument

. systems

55 days (363 hrs)

9 major units composed of

varying numbers of lesson
topics;.fixed sequence

70% GP info/theory
30% lab/hands-on

Mock-ups, training devices,
actual aircraft

Pass unit tests, pass lab
practicals

Multiple-choice,
lab/hands-on

Average of 11 unit tests.

Each unit test grade is to
include written, practical,
and performance results

Final course grade

Basic electrical skills

47 days (368 hrs)

3 major phases with 1-5
units per phase; fixed
seqbence

50% GP for info/theord
5b% lab/hands-on

A/V materials; oaera-
tional equipmenl

For each unit, pass
written exam, prac.tical

exercise, and lab
performance

Multiple-choice,

lab/hands-on exercises,
some homiwork

Average of unit exams,
lab grade, performance
grade, and final .

comprehensive exam

Final grade

Analysis of sensory data to
detect submarines vie under-
standing of basic magnetic
theory, radar and ESM (electronic/
sensor machines) systems,

sonar systems, and power plants

58 days (383 hrs)

11 units composed of lesson
topics of varying length; fixed
sequence

'50% GP info/theory
50% lab/hands-on

A/V material

Pass each lesson, hand in
homework,

Multiple-choice,
lab/hands-on,

homework

Weighted average of three-phase
exams (90%1 add final compre-
hensive exam (10%)

Final course grade

1Based on SMEs' estimates; refers to attual technical training time only. .
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TABLE 11. SCHOOL INFORMATION: CONVENTIONAL COURSES (AE, ASE, AW) (contihued)

SCHOOL and CDP/tfil

Aviation Support Equipment Aviation Anti-Submarine
Aviation Electrician's Mate (AO Technician Electrical (ASE) Warfare Operator (AW)

Information "A" Sthool "Al" School "A" School
IteMs 6515/C-602-2012 6530/C-602-2D19 6537/C-210-2010

Prerequisite Schools BE/E

AFUN-A
BE/E
Aviapfon Fundamentals

,/

AFUN - P (GP course, 8 diys)

Accession Patterns RTC RTC RTC

Billet Assignments,
After Course Completion

Interval Between:

a. Arrival and starting
the course

b. Graduation and
departure to duty
station

Fleet NAMTRA units Fleet
FRAMP (Fleet Replacement) Shote

RAMTRADET

3 days 14 days

Same day

Remediation Procedures Night study for 3 days
to retake failed test

Setback Procedures ARB makes decision after
second failure of test

Naval Aircrew Candidate course
for 6 weeks; then to a Replace-
ment Air Group (RAG); and then
to,the Fleet

7 days

Same day, 2 days

Retakes failed unit exam
next day after night
study - can request, a

rémediation instructor for
that night

Infrequent - mdst
setbacks are medical

None

If failed tests, ARB makes
decision

66



TABLE 11. SCHOOL INFORMATION: CONVENTIONAL COURSES (AE, ASE, AW) (continued)

Information
Iteths

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN.

Aviation Eleetrician's Mate (AE)
"AN School

6515/C-602-2012

Aviation Support Equipment
Technician Electrical (ASE)

"Al" School

6530/C-602-2019

Aviatioa Anti-Submarine
Warfare Operator (AW)

"A" School

6537/C-210-2010

SME
Comnents

Effectiveness of current
method of instruction in
achieving the purpose of
the course

Opinion re effectiveness
of SP versus GP

Yes

Favor qp over SP
based on experience with
having to reteach BE/E
(to AE trainees)

Student comments
favor GP

Yes - instructor/student

relationship very important
in achieving the goals of
the course, Instructor/
student ratio is 1:11 tn
class and 1:3 in shop

Favor GP over SP
Many negative comments

about BE/E -'seem to be
problems associated with
retention of material learned
in BE/E

Yes

Favor GI) over SP

1

61 62
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TABLE 12. SCHOOL-INFORMATION: CONVENTfbNAL COURSES (EM, FIN, GMM)

Information
Items

Electrician's Mate (EM)
"A" School.

6070/A-662-0016

SCHOOL and COP/CIN

Fire Control Technician

Missile (FTM)
,p "A" School, Phase I

6027/A-113-0010

Gunner's Mate, Missile (GMM)
"A" School

6115/A-041-0010 .

Purpose of the Course

Average Course Lengthl

(Contact Hours)

Organization of
Training Content

Breakdown of
Instruction

Media

Performance Measures

Types of'Tests

Computation of Final
Course Grade

Basic electronic and
mechanical principles,
theory, procedures, and
troubleshootingskills

43 days (217.8 hrs)

Lessons with varying
lengths. Units are
weekly segments and a
lesson topic is a
variable portion of
the unit week. Fixed

sequence

75%. GP for info/theory

25%-lab/hands-on

A/V materials; mock-ups

Pass each unit; pass
lab/hands-on. Hand in
homework.-

Multiple-choice,
lab/hands-on exercise

Weighted average of
seven unit tests, final
comprehensive exam and
practical exam

Basic operations of electronic
and electromechanical test
equipment, circuits.
Casualty analysis and
corrective and preventive
maintenance

55 days (401.5 hrs)

12 major topics of varying
lengths. Fixed sequence

80% GP for info/theory
20% lab/hands-on

Basic skills in electricity
and hydraulics; PMS (Preventive
Maintenance System) in weapon
systems; prepare for "C"
School

- 60 days (327.5 hrs) (Graduation

date fixed regardless of
interruptions)

Twelve 1-week units; varying
number of lessons within each
unit. Units presented in
fixed sequence

85% GP
15% lab practice of small arms
weapons only

A/V material, training Overhead projections
devices

Pass each lesson, hand in Pass exam at end ofeach unit
homework. PM lab each week _

exercises

Multiple-choice,
lab/hands-on

Average of 11 weekly tests
and 2 comprehensive exams
(electronic and electro-
mechanical blocks)

Multiple-choice and lab/
hands-on. Quizzes also
admirlistered at instructor

discretion

Sum all weekly exams and
divide by number of weeks.
This value is%weighted 80%
and quiz averages weighted
20%. Final weighted average
to pass must be at least 63%

'Based on SMEs' estimates; refers to actual training time only.
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TABLE 12, SCHOOL INFORMATION: CONVENTIONAL-COURSES'(EM, FTM, GMM) (continued)

Information
Items

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN

Electrician's Mate (EM)
"A" School

6070/A-662-0016

Fire Control Technician
Missile (FTM) -

"A" School, Phase I
027/A-113-0010

Gunner's Mate, Missile (GMM)
"A" School

6115/A-041-0010

Class Standings

Prerequisite Schools

Accession Patterns

-

Billet Assignments
After Course Completion

Interval'petween:
a. Arrival and Starting

the-Course

.b. Graduation and
Departure to Outy
StatiO

Remediation Procedures

'Setback Procedures
4,

Final grade

BE/E

RTC

'Fleet returnees

Males: Fleet (non-nuclear
trainees); Orlando Nuclear
Power School (nuclear power
trainees). Females: shore

duty

30 days (seasonally,
varies)

Same day

Retakes the lesson-failed,
,if failed test by.two,
questions. Handled by

phase supervisor.

Repeats the weekTy unit
(all'retaken fests given
grade of 63%) and attend
night study. Handled by

ARB

Final course grade

BE/E

RTC

Fleet, if 4 year obligor
FT Phase 2 School, if 6 year
obligor

7days

2days

Given study package after
failing test, then retakes
test

If fail retake, ARB
determines outcome

'Based on
score--hi
accelerat

inal weighted
h scores result in
d advancement

BE/E

RTC; only two fleet
returnees at any given time

Fleet

--

30 days

Same day

If student fails unit test on
Friday, review material that
evening and take retest on
Saturday morning

If student fails any two tests,

setback 1 week. ARB will-also

decide to setback student if
low motivation or adaptability
issues are present

6
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TABLE 12. SCHOOL INFORMATION:. CONVENTIONAL COURSES (FM, FTM, GMM) (continued)

SCHOOL and COP/CIN'
.2

Fire Control Technician -. .

Electrician's Mate (EM) Missile (FTM) Gunner's Mate, Missile (GMM)
Informatjon "A" School "A" School, Phase I "A" School

Items ' 6070/A-662-0016 6027/A-113-0010 6115/A-041-0010
t

SME
Comments

Effectiveness o&current . Yes

method of instruction . Labs need improvement
in achieving the purpose (time is too short presently)

Opinion re effectiVeness
df SP versus GP

Favor GP over SP
Retrack BE/E to EM

trainee
'

Yes Could be more effective with
more time

Old two-phase course was
more effective
. BE/E instructors are not .

motivated as well as the students
Rapport is important aspect

of platform instruction

Favor GP over SP because . Favor GP over SP
BE/E grads don't seem to . SP may be good in adjunct-

retain information taught remediation
in BE/E

GP instructor is needed
to teach "fine point"
differences in rates

CD

-a.

0.1

70
CD

0

I.
rt
CA.)
01
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fABLE 13. SCUOOL INF,ORMTION: CONVENTIONAL COURSES (RM-StA, RM-SH, SH)

Information
Items.

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN

Radioman- (RM)

"A"_Sea School ,

6380/A-202-026

Radioman (RM)
"A" Shore School

6381/A-202-0027

Ship's Serviceman (SH)
"A" School

6477/A-823-0012

Purpose of the COurse

Average Course Length"
(Contact Hours)

Organizatidn of
Training Content

Breakdown of

Instruction
'

Media

Performance Measures'

.Types of Tests

Computation of Fina)
Course Grade

Class Standings

Prerequisite Schools

7

Bisic operations in a
radio shack aboard ship;
operating certain systems
and working with actual
equipment

20 days (112 hrs)

Evening and day watches

and basic systems shipboard
laboratory. Fixed
sequence and length

30% GP for info/theory
70% lab/handson

A

Actbal,operational
equipmeht; wri-tten

material; simulated
message traffic .

Pass lab execcises/tests

Multiple-choice,
lab/hands-on tests

SAT/U6T:betermined by
instructor observation

None

RM BASICS

Basic-operations in a shore
communications systems (not

, trained in setting up

equipment). 4

8. days (72 hrs)

Watches of fixed sequence
and length

30% GP for info/theory
70% lab/hands-on

.

-Simulators and samples
'pf messages

Pass lab exercises

Lab/hands-on

SAT/UNSAT determined by
instrustor observation

v.None

RM BASICS
-

Operation of shWshores, bulk
store, vending machine mainte-
nance, and laundry operations

30 days (240 hrs)

Lesson topiCs in fixed
sequence of instruction

(

83% GP for info/theory
17% lab/hands-on

A/V material

Hand in homework, pass lab
se, pass unit tests

Multiple-choice, lab
exercises

Average of four unit tests

Final course grade

None

'Based on SMEs' estimates; refers to actual training time only.



IlkABLE 13. SCHOOL INFORMATION: CONVENTIONAL COURSES (RH-SEA, RM-SH, SH) (continued)

SCHOOL and COP/CIN

Radioman (RM) adfitigrerttlit
Information "A" Sea School "A" Shore'School

Items 6380/A-202-0026 6381/A-202-0027

Ship's Serviceman (DO
"A" School

6477/A-823-0012

Accession Patterns RTC RTC
, Fleet Fleet

Reservists Reservists

RTC

Billet Assignments Fleet Fleet Fleet

After Course Completion - Advanced schools Assist recruiters for Advanced schools
short time

Interval Between:

.a. Arrival and starting
the cOurse

b. Graduation and
deOarture to duty
station

Remediation Procedures ,

Setback Procedures

2days

3 days'

None formally;
instructor present .

during watches/lab to
aid trainee

2' days 5 days (typing lab)

3 days Same day

None formally;

instructor present
during watches/lab to
aid trainee

Return to next convening Return to next convening

class class

If less than 80% oeunit test,
top scoring students brief
low scoring students

=None. Staff spends a lot of

time mfth students. ARB.

. kovides corrective counseling



TABLE 13. SCHOOL INFORMATION: CONVENTIONAL COURSES (RM-SEA, RM-SH, SH) (continued)

SCHOOL and CDP/CIN

Radioman (RM) Radioman (RM) Ship's Serviceman (SH)
Information "A" Sea School "A" Shore School "Am School
Items 6380/A-202-0026 6381/A-202-0027 6477/A-823-0012

SME
Comments

Effectiveness of current
method.of instruction in
achieving the purpose
of the course

Opinion re effectiyeness
of SP versus GP

*o response reported No response reported

No response reported No response%reported

-

Yes - high (degree of)

enthusiasm .

. High..(degree of) comprehen-
sion due to personal contact
of instructor §. with student -

. Favor GP over SP instruCtor

. Contact with student is
very important; don't have
instructor burndht
. Instructor experience
(ip classi is good for the'
fleet

73
74
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REGRESSJON ANALYSES

The Significant results of the regression analyses are summarized in
two complementary tables. For the re'ader interested in the technical details,
a point-by-point delineation of the study findings, along with the supporting
statistical evidence, is provided in appendix G. Also, zero-order parametric
and nonparametric correlations are presented.in appendix H.

The sheer volume of riata available for presentation required a synthesis
of the overall findings. The essential findings of the study ate summarized
in both a statistical and narrative form in tables 14 and 15. Table.14 shows
the significance (I- or -) or nonsignificance (ns) of statistical,relationships
between variables examined...For the significant findings, the direction(s)
ofthe relationship(s) is shown. Table ,15 presents the same information in
a narratiVe format. Signtficant results are identified by answering (Yes or
No) pertinent questfons about each predictor-miterion relatiohship.

Note that training costs, task-specific fleet supervisor TAS ratings,
Inethod of instruction, and percentage of generic tasks taught4 were not
included as predictor or criterion variables in the within-schools analyses.
The reason for their eiclusjoh isthat theseyariables are fixed (constant)
or derjved within each course. Thus, there would be no variance among gradu-
ates within a Course upon wh'ich a regression analysis could be performed.
An additional new variable, specific skill level (see page 14),
however, was used in he intraschool analyses. This variable was added to
determine if specific skill'levels predict training effectiveness/efficienci
to the same extent as general ability levels.

-

4These four variables were examined in the interschool analyses reported in
TAEG 117.

48
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TABLE 14. STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYS;S

CRITERION PREDICTOR

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION/SCHOOLS

AK DK IM

MM-
600

MM--=

1200 PN TD YN AD

CMI
PE-

B

EN EN

PE-
B

Mtl

RM-

B AE

.

ASE AW - EM FTM GMM SEA SH SH

TICOM AFQT

COMP

ns

ns

- ns

- ns

-.

-

- ns

- ns

-

ns

ns

ns

-

-

ns -

ns -

-

-

-

-

ns

ns

NA

NA

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

-

ns

'NA NA,

NA NA

NA

NA

,

EOCG A AFQT.

COMP"

-NA

NA

NA

+ +

+ +

- ns

+

+

-

+ NA

+ _NA

- NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

+

+

-

+ NA

+ NA:

- NA

+

+

-

MA

NA

NA

+

+

-

ns

+

NA

ns

ns

-

+

ns

ns

ns

+

-

ns

.-

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA

ns

ns

NA

TAS AFQT

COMP

TICOM

EOCG

ns

-ns

ns

NA.

ns ns

ns ns

as 'ns

J
Os. ns

ns

ns

ns

+

ns ns

nt" ns

ns ns

ns NA

ns

ns

ns

NA

ns

ns

-

NA

ns

ns

ns

+

ns NA

ns NA

- NA

+ NA

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

NA

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

NA

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns,

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns ns

ns ns

NA NA

NA NA,

ns

+

NA .

ns

COMP AFQT + + + + + + + + + + NA NA NA + + + + + + + - + 4.

NOTES: 1. - = Significant negative relationship (higher scores on oedictor variable associated ;iith lower scores on criterion
variable).

2. + = Significant positive relationship (higher scores on predictor variable associated with higher scores on criterion
variable).

3. ns = Relationship between predictor and crtterion variables found to be statisticallg nonsignificant.
4. NA = Data were not available (nor applicable) on which' to perform an analysts.

5. No significant interactions among the predictor variables were found with any school included in the inteaschool analyses.
6. Individualized courses are composed of self-paced (SP) and computer-managed instruction (CMI) courses. Conventional

courses are group-paced (GP) courses.
7. TICOM = Training Time.
8. EOCG = End-of-Course Grades.
9. TAS = Training Appraisal System (Fleet Supervisor Ratings).
10. COMP = ASVAB selector composite score. .

11. AFQT = Armed Forces Qualification Test percentile (general ability level).
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TABLE 15. NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

-

PREOICTOR
VARIAgLES

,

.

P ICTOR-CRITERION
RELATIONSHIPS

' -

METHOO OF INSTRUCTION/SCHOOLS
.

SP

_ .

MM- MM-

AK DK IM 600 1200 PN TO YN

CMI

PE- PE-
B B RM-

AO EN EN MM B

GP

.

RM- RM-
AE ASE AN EM FTM GMM SEA SH SH

1. AFQT As co4p.d with those with lower
AFQT scores, graduates with higher

scores:

, a. took less timv to complete

,the course

b. received higher end-of-course
gtades

c. received higher supervisor

rating6
d. also had higher ASVAB

composite scores

NYNYY
NAYYYY
NNNN N

YYYY Y

NYNYNYYYNNANNNYNA
NA NA NAYYNAYNAYNNYNYNA
N NNNN
Y YYYY

NANN
NA NA NAYYY'YYYYYY

NA NA

NA N

NNN NNNNNN

2. ASVAB
COMPOSITE As compared with those with lower

ASVAB slector composite scores,
graduates with higher scores:

a. took less time'to complete

the course .

b. received higher end-of-course
grades

c. reCeived higher supervisor
ratings

.

NYNY Y

NAYYYY
NNNNN

NNNYNYYY
NA NA NAYYNAYNAYYNNYNNA
NNNNNNANNNNNNNNNNY-

.

,

NNA_NNNNNA NA NA
NAN.

.

3. TRAINING
TIME

,

.

As compared with those who took
more time to complete the course, -

graduates with lower training
time:

a. received higher end-of-course
grades ,

b. received higher supervisor
ratings

NA Y N 'Y Y

NNNNN
NA NA NA

NNYNYNANNNNANNNNNA
.

Y Y NA Y NA

.

Y tA Y NA Y Y NA NA iii,_

NA NA

4, ENO-Of-
COURSE
GRADES

,

As compared with those with lower
end-of-courie grades, graduates
with higher grades:

. received higher supervisor
ratings

-NANNYN

'

,

NA NA NAYYNANNANNNYNNNA NA N

NOTE: N = No;4no siggificant difference between high and low groups on predictor variables.

= Yes; significant difference between high and low groups on predictor variables.
NA = Not applicable; no data available for predictor and/or criterion variables.
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SECTION IV

DISCUSSION

The study'results are discussed in thii section. RelationShips among
training efficiency and training effectiveness measures and method of
instruction, general ability, and specific ability are interpreted.
Correlations between AFQT percentile and ASVAB selettor composite scores are
also discussed.

TRAININ6 EFFICIENCY

Higher ability was related to shorter training time tn individualized
courses but not in conventional courses. Thus, the inverse relationship
betWeen ability and training time (i.e., the higher* the graduate's ability,
the shorter his/her training time) observed across individualized courses
(TAEG 117) holds within the majority of the individualized courses sampled.
However, when the data of graduates were previously grouped across conven-
tional courses, it was observed that higher ability graduates spent more
time in conventional courses-than did lower ability graduates. This
relationship did not exist within the majority of the conventional courses
ampled. Higher ability graduates' spent about the same amount of time in

training as lower ability graduates within the same conventional courses._
This finding suggests that, overall, higher ability students were placed in
conventional courses with longer course lerigths than were lowet alyillty stu-
dents. However, higher ability studtnts did not take more time to graduate
from a specific tonventional course than lower ability students in the same

1 course. It is possible that a clearer relationship between ability-and
training time might have been found within conventional courses if
documentation of student setbadk/remeegion'hours had been more extensive.

In summary, higher abifity graduates were more efficiently trai-ned
(i.e., shorter training time) than lower ability graduates under
,individualized instruction. However, training efficiency was the same for
higher...and lower ability graduates under conventional instruction.

Higherabllity was related to'shorter training time for graduates of
the PE-Basics. (EN), PE-Basics (MM), and RM-Basics schools. For graduates of

, the,PEBasics (MM) course (CMI course', thit relationship was also observed
in'their respective MM-600 and MM-1200 "A" schools (both self-paced). The

- same relationship fOund for PE,Basics (EN) graduates did not transfer when
. they attended EN "A" schdol (both of which are CMI courses). Tile RM-Basics

finding could not be compared to one from the group-paced RM-Sea and RM-
Shore schools simce training time was fixed (without variance) for both RM
."A" schools.- Thus, ability-tithe data could not be significantly correlated
-for graduates of the RM "A" schools.

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

Training effectiveness is discussed at the school level and in the
fleet'setting.
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SCHOOL LEVEL. Higher general ability and specific skill level measures were
consistently related to higher end-of-course grades for graduates of indi-

vidualized courses but were inconsistent predictors for conventional course

graduates. These results confirm the overall findings observed across schools
that higher ability was associated with higher school grades forFiaates
of individualized courses but not for graduates of conventional courses.

The foilure, in this study, to find consistent relationships between
ability levels and grades for conventionally trained graduates is interesting
since previous research has documented a positive relationship between these

two variables (Cronbach & Snow, 1977). One possible interpretation is that
this failure is a function of the kinds of learning or types of generic task

training that occur in the different, CI schools. However, no evidence was

obtained in the present study (or in the.previous study, TAEG 117) to suggest
that school performance of different ability level graduates was related in
any systematic manner to different aMounts of generic training tasks taught

in the schools sampled.

An alternative interpretation is that the grading system used in CI

courses As not sufficiently sensitive to discriminate among students of dif-

ferent abilities. Another is that the CI context contains elements that
adversely affect motivation of higher ability.students to excel much beyond

the minimum school performance criterion: For example, the higher ability
CI graduates may have been exposed to a level of training content designed
for the majority (i.e., mid to lower ability level) of CI graduates and this
material may have posed a limited challenge to the more capable students.
Additionally, the higher ability CI graduates' motivation may be affected by
their inability to control the amount of time they will spend in the CI course.

Shorter training time was related to higher grades (an inverse relation=
ship) for gradates Of individualized and conventional courses. For the

individualized graduates, this time-grade relationship may represent a stu-
dent ability/motivation factor underlying school performance since the indi-
vidualized student has some control of training time. For conventional course

graduates, the variable course lengths of those setback/remediated may have
provided sufficient variance to detect a Telationship with end-of7course
grades. This inverse relationship coy have arisen by conventional schools
assigning only a minimal passing grade to setback/remediated students upon
their successful completion of the course. This practice could have resulted
in lower grades being associated with longer training times for these stu-
dents, and higher grades with shorter training tiMes for those not setback/
remediated.

FLEET SETTING. No significantrelationships between AFQT and TAS ratings
were found for any of the individualized and conventional courses. 'A §igq

nificant (positive) relationship was found between ASVAB selector composite
scores and TAS ratings for only one (the SH course) out of 21opplicab1e
courses. Only two (YN and EN schools) out of 17 applicable courses showed'aFm
significant (negative) relationship between training time and TAS ratings.
Significant relationships between end-of-course grades and TAS ratings werle
found for only four (MM600, AD, EN, and EM schools) out of 14 courses for
which data were available. Subsequent analyses.of the raw score regression
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weightsof each school that A'd show a significant relationship between each
predictor and TAS rating's revealed that-these findings,could be attributed
to chance.5 Additional data supporting the regression analysis cohclusions
are presented in appendix H. Thus, training effectiveness measures from the
job setting od not relate to sChool-leyeg ,effectiveness/efficiency measures
or to ability characteristics of school graduates Other than on'a chance
basis. These intraschool findings support those of the interschool analyses
(TAEG 117) Which also indicated no stgnificant or relevant relationships
between TAS ratings.and ability or school-level effectiveness/efficiency
measures.

The failure to find significant relationships hetween TAS supervisor
ratings and school measures on the same graduates raises questions concerning,
the validity of currently available indices of training adequacy. This evi-
dence suggests that two available measures of training adequacy, grades,and
TAS ratings, do not measure the same thing. Since the present study-was not
designed to assess the validity of these measures,,no definitive statements
can be made about_the validity of either. However, the data of this study
support the exisfence of some degree of validity of end-of-course grades5 as
measures of training adequacy. End-of-course grades show relationships with
general,and specific ability measures and with time to complete training
(convergent/construct validity) that one would expect from a measure of
training-adequacy while the TAS ratings do not (see tables 14 and H-1).
These findings, coupled with1the lack of published evidence establishing the

-reliability and validity 'of the TAS ratings, prompt the recommendation that
steps be taken to assess tne validity of the TAS ratings%

INTERCORRELATION OF AFQT AND ASVAB SELECTOR COMPOSITE SCORES

A's indicated in tables 14 and 15 (section the AFQT percentile
and.ASVAB selector composite scores predicted training effectiveness/effi-
ciency to the same extent for the majority of schools sampled in the present
study. (However, there was some inconsistency in predictive relationships
for conventional courses with respect to end-of-course grades.)

5The Bonferroni technique (also called Ihe Fisher Technique) for testing
the significance of. joint estiMation was used. This technique essentially
adjusts the alpha level (.05) by the number of tests (i.e., the number of
schools) conducted for each predictor-criterion relationship (for more
detailt, see Lindman 1974).

5While the case can be made that end-of-course grades probably have some
degree of validity, it is also probably true that validity4can be enhanced
by improving testing and grading proceduress..at Navy schools.

;
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An additional finding of,this study was that AFQT Scores 'and ASVAB

selector composite scores were highly intercorrelated in all'apdlicabTe

courses (see table 16). Thus, for the majdrity of ichools in'this study,

general abiii,ty. and specific skill level measures were equivalent in is=
criminating student achievement. :this finailig suggests that eitpr ability

measure'couldjae used to select individuals:4o attend tpecific technical
scbools, 'However, an.additional,study effort would be reqdired to'sub=

. .

.stantiate this.

r
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TABLE 16. 'SUMMARY OF CORRELATION COEPFICIENTS BETWEEN AFQT AND ASVAB SELECTOR'COMPOSITE s

SCORES OF GRADUATES FROM EACH OF THE "A" SCHOOLS SAMPLED

SP CMI GP

MM- MM- RM- RM-
AK DK ,IM 600 1200 PN _TD YN AD E ' AE ASE AW EM FTM GMM SEA SH SH

Correlation .

Coefficient ...\\

(r) ,79 .80 .67 .56 :63 .88 .45 .21 .59 :46 5 :45 .59 .57 .54 .76, .84 183 .55
i

Sample
Size
(n) 240 108 17 360 21 74 165 211 . 451 I 42 337 72 47 487 388 176

NOTE: Magnitudes of correlatibn coefficients would be higher if attenuation in range was taken into account in the
calculations. (There Were .no failures in odr study sample since they were al) graduates!) The correlation
coefficients were not corrected for attenuation in range.

V
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SECTION V ,-

CONCLUSIONS AND RECO(*ENDATIONS

Thi's section'contains the study conclusions together with recommendations
. -.for improiting training effectivehess and training efficiency measulement.

CONCLUSIONS
' .. r

.,

As stated elsewhere in this report, the major objective of this,study
was to determine.if the interrelationships among -student ability; school
performance, and fleet, supervisor ratingt observed across schools iTAEG 117)
also ccur at the individual course level. Another Ogltetiva was to determine
how two different measures of student ability (a general ability measure and
a specific ability measure) were related to effictiveness/efficiency measures
in particular individualized or Conventional courses. Results presented in
this report support the following conClusions for the Courses studied.

1. The inverse relationship between general ability and training tima
(i.e., higher'ability being associated with shorter training time) observed
from the interSchool anaiyses (TAEG 1,17) was confirmed by the intraschool
analyses for the majority of_individualized courses examined. Higher ability
graduates complete training in less time than Tower ability graduates in 8
of the 13 individualized courses. There was no significant relationship
between ability and trainfng time for the remaining five individualized courses.

2. The.preViout finding th.at longer training'times were associated
with higher ability graduates in conventional courses (TAEG 117) was.not
Confirmed at the individual course level. Higher ability graduates completed
their courses in the spe amount of time as Tower ability graduates within
four of the five conventional courses that dOcumented student remediation
time.

3. Higher ability (both AFQT and ASVA8 selector Composite scorei) is
related to higherlrades consistently within individualized courses, but
inconsistently within conventional courses. Higher ability graduates received
higher end-of-course grades in all of the seven indivjdualized courses, butin only three of the seven conventional courses that provided grades. These\
findings substantiate the resblts of the interschool analyses conducted across
individualized and conventional courses (TAEG 117).

04
4. Shorter training time'is associated with higher grades within indi=

vidualized and conventidnal cours'es..Z Graduates who spent less time in train....
ing received higher end-of-course gr.des than those with longer training'times in six of the seven individualized courses, and in four of five conven-
tional courses that.documented student remediation time.

-

uu between i.ee supervisorratings of school training adequacy and other'available measuees on schoolgraduates. Specifically, for the courses exaMined, TAS ratings we're hot
significantly related to end-of-coqrse grades; time-to-complete training,graduate general ability leVels, or graduate specific ability levels. !,
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6. General ability (AFQT percentiles) and specific ability (AS,VAB
selector composite scores) -predict training time and grades equally well for
each -of the II and CI courses studied. Neither general ability nor specific
ability (except for one course) significantly predicted fleet supervisor
(TAS)b, ratings. General ability and specific ability scores were highly inter-
correlated in each of the II and CI courses sampled.

RECOMMENDATIONS
-

I. DetenmAe if ipstructors in group-paced (GP) courses are tailoring
course material to the lower ability students th class. If-this is the case,
then the full breadth and depth of tratning may be diminished. This, in
turn, could adverselY affect the motivation of the higher ability students.
This recommendation is based on the lack of a clear relationship between
ability measures and end-of-course grades for GP graduates.

-)

2. A general statement of the purposes of collecting training feedback
information from the fleet is contedned in.CNET Instruction 1540.3B.- This '

general statement should be reviewed by the CNET and his functional commanders
to ensure that all information desired to support the efficient accomplishment
of theAraining mission is being obtained. From these general statements;
specific purpose statements, that include specification Of the kinds of deci-
sions that will be made based on tlie.daia, should be developed. Validation
of 'anyjnstrument.must be done. with lesPect to the-purpose of that instrument
(Carmines -81 Zeller,'1979; Nunnally, 1978). Thus, the specific purposes for
collectihg training feedback must be specified before a training feedback
instrument can be validated. Also, a training feedbick'instrument should be
validated for each purpose for which it is-used. Iff, for example, training
feedback Were to be-used to proiide jnformation about the overall quality of
a course, then the feedback instrument should be validated with respect to
how well it measures the overall cour.se quality. If, however, specific
training-objective level informatiqn ivere desired, then the measure of each
objective for each course would have to be validated separately. Addition-
ally, if decistons based on training feedback were limited to triggering
fu'r'ther investigatiOns of particular problem areas, then the requirements
far validity need not be as Wingent as they would if corrective action
(e.g., ciirriculum change) were to be taken based solely on the training
fee4back.

3. Assess the relial5ility and validity of training adequacy data
obtained from current:TAS,questionnaire instruments. Validity should be
assessed against the uses Ao-be made of the data. Reliability and validity
checks should be conducted on a continuous basis and not limited to one-time
assessment. Data collection methods/techniquesused should be justified on
empirical grounds (Nunnally, 1978) and not on the basis of assumptions alone.

4. CNET should cOnS4der the desirability of requiring technical schools
ruc ion e.g., daytime

contact hour5, mandated night studY, academic remediations, setback hours).
Currently, academic remediation times 'are.inconsistently recorded. This

.57
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provides a misleading picture of adtte1.:i4truction time and may place the
schools at a disadvantage in the'evtht Of"curriculum,change.requirements or
in adverse funding situations% .

. ,

5. An-effort Op 4d be ihittateg to examine the AFQT and ASyAB com-
posite subtest scores' facademically attrited students and graduates of "A"

.sctiool. It may be t at selection cutoff,pcores based on specifit Asimlip sub-
tests for each Acfiool may not be necessary. General ability (AFQT) scores

may serve as adequate entrance ctiteria for, all schools. This recommenda:

tion is based on the similarity of relationships (and high intercorrelations)
between AFQT and ASVAB subtest.scores with school me8ures.
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APPENDIX A

ASVAB INFORMATION

This appendix describes the subtests comprising the Armed Services
VocatIonal Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). It also provides the routines for
coriverting ASVAB scores to Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) per-
centiles. The AFQT percentiles were used as measures of general ability for

-. the present TAEG study. The information presented in this appendix pertains
to ASVAB usage prior to October 1980. The TAEG study sample of graduates
was administered the pre-October 1980 ASVAB version. After October 1980,
several changes were made to the item .content and test score interpretation
of the ASVAB. Various comUinations/composites of subtest scores are also
used to selectindividuals for specific school training. The compUsite cut-
off scores used to select school graduates involved in the TAEG study are

identified in appendix B.

.
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TABLE A-1. AiVAB SUBTESTS1,2

SUBTEST
ABBREVIA-

TION DESCRIPTION

General Information

Numerical Operations

Attention to Detail

Word Knowledge

Arithmettc Reasoning..

Space Perception

Mathematics Knowledge

Electronics Information

MechaW4ca1 Comprehension

Generaf Science

'

Shop tnformattorf°
e

'

Automotive Information

-

GI 'A 15-item general* knowledge test, primarily on

sports, outdoor activities, automoblle mechan-
cs, and history. Testing time is 7 minutes.

NO A 0-item speeded mathematical test, requiring
elementary addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and diviSion--3 minutes.

AD A 30-item speedgd test in which the examinee
counts the number of Cs embedded in lines of
Os--5 minutes.

WK A 30-ittm vocabulary test=-10 minutes.

AR A 20-item arithmetic test requiring examinees
to volve word problems--20 minutes.

SP A 20-itegi pictorial test. Requires examinee
to select the three-dimensional figur that

could be made -him a flat p#tiern--12 minutes.

OK A 20-jtem test requiring knowlefge of algebra,
geometry; fractions, decimals, andoex,4ents--
20 minutes.

EI A 30-item test requiring knowledge of electrical

and electronic components, principles, and
symbols--15 minutes.

MC A.20-item test about drawings illuptrating
mechan4cal prindiples--15 minutes

'GS A 20-item test mea'suring knowledge in the
physical (N = lo) and biological (N = 10)
sciences--8 minutes.

SI A 20-item test on examinee's knowledge about
the,use of shop tools and pnctices-78 Minutes.

,

AI A 20-item test on automobile parts, operations,
on malfunctions-10.minutes.

1SUbtest scores are reported asjiavy Standard Stores (NSS) with a mean of 50,
and a standard deviation Of qo for en,unrestricted recruit popdlation.

2AFQT is computed bi adding scoresfor WK; AR, and SP. The total is.then
'converted to an AFQT per Mite Store.

9-t
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TABLE A-2. PRE-OCTOBER 1980 AFQT CONVERSION: ASVAB FORMS 6' AND 7

The AFQI is computed by adding three raw component scores: WK+AR+SP. The .4

resulting total raw score is then converted to an AFQT percentile score using

the following conversion table. #

Total

Raw
Score

-'AFQT

Percentile
Score

Total
Raw,
Scoreo

. ,
.

70 . 99 40

69 98 c 39

68 97 38

67 96 , 37

66 6
65

.95

94 35

64 93 34

33

63 91 32

62

-61-

89 31

86

60 83 30

59 O. 29

58 77 28

57 75

56 73 :

55 71
-.

27

54 69 26

53 67 25

52 *
24
23

51 4 64 22

50 62 -21

49 , 60 20

48 58 18-19

47 56 16-17

'46 55 14-15,

45- 54. , 12-43

44- ,-... , 52 0,41

43 50
.42 49

41 48

;

AFQT
Pencentile
Score
,

47

46

45

43

41

39

37_

35

33

V
28

25
-21 (Minimum required

for enlistment)

19

16

13

11

10

43

7

6 c
5

4

3,

41

.,

/ASVAB,AFQT Scores Mental Category

93 to 99 1
'V

,65 tb 92 2

49 to 64 Uppen
31 to 48 % Lower 143n

\,rto 30. Upper 4 (4U)
0 to 20, Lower_ 4 (4L)
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'APPENDIX.B

ASVAB SELECTOR COMPOSITE SUBTEST INFORMATION

This appendix presents ASVAB selector composite subtest information for
the applicable schools included in the present study. The information is .

delineated by school course data processing (CDP) number, method of instruc-
tion (type), specific ASVAB selector composite subtest, and minimum cutoff
score for entry into a specific school. The dates that the cutoffs were in
effect for the samOle of graduates in the present study are also given. For
the present study, the composite scores were us'ed to represent specific\"
skill levels. Appendix E, further identifies the schools examined. Appendix
A provides a description of each of the ASVAB subtests.

A
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TABLE 8-1. 'ASVAB SELECTOR COMPOSITES

SCHOOL, CDP TYPE ASVAB SELECTOR

COMPOSITE

CUTOFF
SCORE

DATES IN EFFECT

AD 6501 CMI AR+MK+ZI+GS 193 . 3/76-10/80

AE 6515 GP AR+MK+EI+GS 212 '3/76-8/79

AK' 6522 SP WK+AR 105 3/76-10/80

ASE 6530 GP WK+MC+SI 156 3/76-10/80

AW 6537 GP WK-AR 110 3/76-10/80

DK 6061 SP WK+AR ,. 105 3/76-10/80

EM 6070 GP WK+MC+SI 156 3/76-11/79

EN 6487 CMI MK+Al 100 9/78-10/80

FTM 6027 GP MK+EI+GS+AR 225 3/76-10/80

GMM 6115 GP AR+MK+EI+dS 212 9/78-10/80

IM 6046 SP WK+MC+SI 163 3/76-10/80

MM600 6493 SP MK+AI 100 9/78-10/80

MM1200 6492 SP MK+AI 100 9/78-10/80

PE Basics (EN) 6261 CMI MK+AI 100 9/78-10/80

PE Basics (MM) 6262 CMI \MK+AI 100 9/78-10/80

PN 6102 SP \WK+AR 110 3/76-10/80

RM Basics 6144 CMI WK+AR 100 3/76-10/80

RM-Sea 6380 GP WK+AR 100 3/76-10/80

RK-Shore 6381 GP WK+AR 100 3/76-10/80

SH 6477 GP WK+AR 100, 3/76-10/80

TD 6521 SP MK+EI+GS 163 3/76-10/80

YN 6057 SP WK+NO+AD 163 3/76-10180

,
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APPENDIX C

.GENERIC TRAINING TASKS

This appendix presents a listing and description of generic training
tasks used for training school subject matter experts to classify course
learning objectives into.the Instructional Quality Inventory (IQI) system.
Material contained in table C-1 was adapted from Ellis, Wulfeck, and
Fredericks (1979). See TAEG 117 for a detailed presentation of the IQI
system. -

1
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TABLE C-1. INSTRUCTIONAL QUALITY INVENTORY CONTENT JYPES

Content Type is:

Fact: If the student must reca)1, or recognize names, j3arts,
locations, functions, dates, places,'etc. Example: name
the parts of the ---. .

Category: If the student must remember characteristics of similar
objects,*events; or ideas, OR if the student m6st sort or
classify objects.,,events, or ideas according to character-
istics, Example: identify target types from sonae
signal displays.

If the student must remember a sequence.of steps which
apply to 4 sing)e situation, OR if the student must apply'
the step§ to a single piece of equipment or a single
situation. Example: Field.strip an M-,16

Rule: If the student must remember a sequence of steps and ,

decisions which apply in a variety of situations, OR if
the student must apply the sequence -across a variety of
situations or types of.equipment. Example: Use
mathematical 'formulas such as Ohm's law.

-.Principle: If the student must remember how or why things work.the
way.they do, or cause-effect re/ationships, OR if the
student must use his knowledge to explain how things'work
or predict effects from causeS. 'Example: Based on knowl-
edge of electronic theory, predict effect dm the

circuit If ----.

Procedure:

A -

Source: Ellis, Wulfeck, & Fredericks (1979)

9 6
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, APPENDIX D

COST DATA

This appendix describes how training cost data were.computed for use in
the present study. 'A strategy for choosing among alterAate training systems
on cost and effectiveness bases. is also described.''

Tfaining costs shouA include both complete investment and op9rating
'costs. Investment costs are "front-end" expenditures associated leilth such
items.as equipment, classroom buildings, curriculuum development./ Operating
costs are "ongoing," repetitive expehditures. They include items such as.
staff costs (e.g., Pay, health, food), student costs (pay, health, food,
time in school, rate), and travel. -

n

. In tke Per Capita.Course Costing Data Base ma intained by:the Chief of
'Naval Education and Training (CNET), fhany'invéstment costs, such as
facilities and curriculum Areyelopment. costs, are not included. The d
base emphasizes operating costs whip are primarily military pay and
allowanEes (MPN) and operating and maintenance; Navy (00N) costs: APN
reflects military staff and student costs: O&MN;osts -account for lvilian
pay, some supplies, and travel. An "other" category is also used
classify miscellaneous'items% Based on the cost daIa available for the
sioo1s in thepreSent TAEG study, MPN accounted.for apProximately 74

percent,.001N for approximately 26 percent, and "other" 'or less than 1,'
percent of-total'training psts:

.
The incremental costing model (System 01 was used with the CNET Per

isCap4ta Course Costing'Data Base the present TAEG study to calculate the
total training costs to produce one graduate per average course session,
(based on FY-79 doilars). Costs to produce an individual graduate per
specific course were computed by multiplying the average course cost to
'produce one graduate, by the ratio of a given student's time to complete the
course tolthe average course completion time. This metric pftvided the
varianCe required to use raining costs as a critenion variable (see',section
III im the report'concerning training costs for application of the metric in
the analyses). However, since the full measure of resource and development
costs2 are.not adequately stated in tht data base, the results of trainAng
'cost analyses ihould be viewed with ca

dt,

.41. M. Swope, Cynthia YelvingtOn, abd J. M. Corey.. Incremental Costing
Model for Use with the CNET Per Capita Course Costing Data Base: System I.
TAEG Report No. 77, November 1979. . Training Analysis and EvaluOion Group,
Orlando, FL 32813 (AOAD81759.

2J. M. Corey. "The full measure cif resource casts." Defense ManageMent
Journal, Third Quarter, 1980, 18-23.

p.
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The selection of appropriate variables and measures is important not

only for,training costs but alsO for training effectiveness. Fi6ure 0-1

presents'a theoretical'outcome matrix of possible decisions,based on cost

'and effectiveness fattors underlying thealternati.ve systems/programs being

comparea. Full measures of costs and effectiveneSs are required to diminish

the occurrence of di:lemmas in choosing a cost-,effective alternative:

'

EFFECTIVENESS

d)
LOWER SAME HIGHE

'HIGHER NO ND

CO'ST SAME NO EQUAL YES

.\

LdWER ? YES- YES

, .
)

- ,

,
Figure 0-1. Decision Outcome Matrix df '

Cost and Effectiveness Comparisons

The Decision Outcome Matrix shown considers two factors: cost 'and effec-

' tiveness. Each.factor i gudated ordinally. Each matrix.cell represents

the joint outcome of a specified alternative system/program being compared

'to another on eosPan'd effectiveness factors. It is assumed that decision

outcomes can be obtained from.at least an ordinal-scale of measurement.

Note that out of ti-1 possible 9 outcomes, the two marked.by a "?" sug-

*st other areas of Possible concern in cost and effectiveness comparisons.

.More factors may be taken into consideration when a highly effective system

is .thb most costl9 alternative, or when a less effective system is the least

costly. The joint outcome may,be 'expressed as-the desirability and/or cer-

tainty of selecting a specified alternative system/Oogram, For example,

system A costs lew than, and is more effect*vethan, system B. Thus, a

desirable outcomdbf YES is indicated in the matrix for selecting A. liow-

ever, if A costs,more., as well as being more effective than B, then a "?"

desirability is indicated: -

One.strategy, to prepre for all possible outcomes, is to uqe a multi-
.

variable, multi-measurement approach to determine cost and effectiveness.

The multi-variable aspect of this approach refers to an xpansive effort to

, select those classes of measures that contribute tatally or proportionately

to the cost and/or to the effeCtiveness-of.the comparison systems/programs.

Then, once the variables are seTected, various measures can be eMployed'to .
represent the same or different variables. , This multi-measurement aspect

(
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ipereases the probability of observing a"correlatedlpattern among the'
measures for all the variables 46d tó reilect oost and effectiveness.
Further analyses.are conducted to determine the OgnifiAance of obtained
correlated patterns. The multi-variable, mUlti-measurement approach may
alsp lessen the.occurrence of'"?1 outcomes, if such outcomes ,are predom-.
inately influenced by an insufficient number of variables and/or measures
selected.

69.
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APPENDIX E ,

CdURSES INCLUDED IN THE STUDr,

/

The full.names and locations of the schools/courses examined during the
study are presented in this appendix.

IOU

70
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TABLE 4E-1. COURSES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

SCHOOL/COURSE NAME

*.

METHOD OF
SYMBOL LOCATION INSTRUCTION

Radioman "A" School

Radioman:"A" Shore .cboOl

Clectrician's Mate "AIASchoOl

Enginemaft "A" School 1

Fire Obntrol TechnicianMissile
"A'"School'Phase I,

RM-SEA . Say Diego,,

,RM-SHORE San Diego,,CA

Great Lakes, IL

Great Lakes, ILE.N

Gunner's Mate, Missile "A" School GM

Machinist's Matt 600 psi "A" School MM600

Machinist's Mate 1200 psi "A" School ! MM1200

./

Instrumentma "A" SchoOl IM,

Aviation Support Lquipment

TeChnician Electrical "A1"Course ASE

Aiation Machinist's Mate "A".School AD

,Aviatibn Electrician's Mate "A" School AE-

Aviation Anti-Submarine arfare
Operator "A" School

AvtAion Technician Training
Deviceman "A" Schobl

4

Personnelman "A" School

Yeoman "A" School
- .

Dibursing dierk "A".School

Vviation
Storekeeper

Shlp's Servideman "A" School

111All

AM'

TD

PN

YN

DK

School AK

SH

rt

Great-Lakes, IL

GP
1

'1
GP

GP,

`
CM I

2

Great Lakes, IL GP

Gresat Lakes, IL SP

Great Lakes, IL

Great Lak6s,.IL SP

'Millington
f.

0

TN

TN,

TN

GP

. CMI5

GP

Millington, TN GP

.Billington, TN

Meridian, MS

Meridian, MS

4 Meridian, MS

Meridian, MS'

Merilian, MS GP

sP

SP -

-SP

SP

SP

s

1CMI data from RM Basics obtained from CNTECHfRA (CDP 6144;4894,records).
2CMI data from PE Basics obtained from CNTECHTRA (CDP .6261; 359 records).
3CMIhata from PE Basics obtained,from

CNTECHTRA (COP 6262; 552 recOrds)'a:
41978 student training records obtained from National Archives via-CNTECHTRAand PE School.

5CM1 data obtained from CNTOHTRA.

7 101
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APPENDIX F

STRUCTURED INTERVIEW iaSTIONNAIRE

..This appendix contains a sample of the structured interview response sheet
used to collect information from%subject matter experts at the schools

S.

A
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STRUCTURED INTEhIEW RESPONSE SHEET
.?

-,9ateof Interview

Name of School/Course

Location

,Purpose

.1. What are the specific Aills/lyiowledge 'taught in the course3

Organization

2.. How long is the co4ise? (days). Specify if fixed 'or averagevlength,

73 1!i3
4



3. How is.the training content orynized in the cOursd? (e.g., lessons,

Modul s,.units, etc.).

s 4: What arethe _topic ubject l areas of each unit?

"Or

, . .
.

5. How Jong is each unit? Specify ifrfixed or varied during course.
. 4.

i \V

4.

f Se

- 6. Are the,tepic (subject) areas Oesented in a fixed (Standard) jorder
dup4ng training? If no, explain.

ii

7.' ...Does the course use the 41111owing kinds ofinstruction:

a. Classroom Lecture

b. Laboratory

c. Self-paced Training

d. CMI

e. Other:

74

A
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8. What type of trOning is given by each kind of instruction? (e.g.,
info/theory forlecture ;. hApds-on practice in,lab, etc.)

`

What are the approximate Percentagep of each kind,Ohnstruction
(chosen above) used in the course?

;),/

Na

'" 4
10. What kinds of training'media are used in the course?

'

11. Are certain media used with specific kinds of instruction? If so,
- specify the media-instruction match.

+It

6

75
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a

v

PerfonmaRte Measures

12. How does the student progress.(advance) duringtraining?

,

a. 'pas each.lessOn?

b. h n homework?
, .

c. paas -lab exercises?
iir

clip.. other:

c-

13. When As the student tested? (e.g., end of unit, final, etc.)

14.( What.kinds of iests are used in the course?

4. paper-pencil: multiple-choice, essay, fill-in-the-blanks

b. performance tests: lab/hands-on

1 c. take-home/assignments/homewok

d. other:

v

7 6
1

-
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'c

S.

15. How is the final.course grade,computed?

a. tests or time to completion?

b. summed across subitcts, comprehensive final,-or
proportion?

--,

weighted

_.

16. What is the grading scale used to compute the final grade? (e.g.,
0-100, "UBAAAA," letters, time-to-completion, etc.) I

k
.1

17. What is the formula for_computing the finargrade?

e
_

18. How is class standing computed? Specify procedure (e.g., grades, time,
/ .etc.) ,

,

_

19. How are performance tests administered?_(e.g., instructor, computer,'

S

, .11
.,

77 Pe?
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Administration
'

20.. What are the prerequisite schoolt/courses for this school?

4-4

21. What are the accessilon patterns fbr this school (i.e., where do the Ss
come from? (e.g., fleet, BE/E, RTC, etc.)

22. What is the average time between the student's arrival at the school
and his/her starting.the course (in days)?

4k_

23. Where do the students go upon completion of course (e.g., OJT, fleet,
shore, C school, etc.)

,

78
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4

24. What is the average time between the student's graduatfon and departure
for-kis/her new duty station/next training command (in days)?

a.4

.25. What are the Temedjation procedilres? (define_and detail)

1 Pr,
We,

4

. 26. What ar:e the setback procedurei? define and -detail)

#

1

.27. Describe the role and function of the academic review board.

79. t.
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.--

28c How is the 1ndent's time :ill% the course computed?.(e.g., days, hours;

I are hblidayT and weekends included?)

I/

. Atti.tude

4Y

29. Do you think that the kinds !of instruction used in.the course are
effective in achieving the purpose -of the course?

k
A

.....

1 u
4 80
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,
t

..

.

.1

1

I

30. What is the consensus (majority opinion) of the staff regarding the
effectiveness of individualized instruction (SP) in comparison to

.

conventional, lock-step instruction (GP)? .

) ,
-

\

.:-

. k
'4..

,

_

A

\

Ak.

)-

4

^.4.....

4.

...

,.

A

r

4

,

-

/

,.

II
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APPENDIX G

STATISTICAL RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

This appendix presents the statistical results of the'regress*bn
analysis of'data obtained from each of the 19 enlisted "A" schools and 3

basic courses. A relatively la'rge number of tables are presented in this .

appendix. These are necetsary to display adequately the study findings and

to preSent the supporting statistical'evidence-for the many significant
relationships observed among'the variables of interest." All significant
fiffaing's from the interschool analyses are summaHzed, however, at the

4 4eginning 'of the/appendix. The statistical summary table identifies the
4

stgnificant ripsults relative to a given criterion variable f6r each school.

In the main body of the appendix, schools are grouped under the method
of instruction'employed. 'The results are then presented for each course

separately in order of the scriterion variables examined; i.e., 'the measures
of training effectiieness and training efficiency. For each criterion

measure, tabl'es are presented to summarize the signiiicant results of over-

all regression analyses. Each summaylLtable for a criterion measure iden-
tifies the predictors assessed and lists.the regression coefficients (B) and

F4atios (F) obtained. The summary tables also show the degrees of freedom
TbF) involved in.speciftc comliarisons and'the magnitude of a particular R2 .

increment. The numbers and letters listed under "step" in the summary tables
refer fo the order in which th'at particular set of Oedictor wiables was
entered into the regression equation. 'For each criterion varAble, nonsig-
nificant results are grouped together in one paragraph. Note that the pur-

pose of ,the main ffects analyses is to assest the contribution to criterion
variance of one particular predictor variable (e.g., trainee ability). For

the present study, the interpretation of significant main effects should be
moderated by a significant interaction of that main effect with another
predictor vari le.

The contribution of Mr. Tim Whitten, student assistant,at TAEG, is
acknowledged for assistance in analyzing the data in this report.

'41
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SUMMARY OF. FINDIT

. -

Table,G-1 presents the summary of statistiqa1 results:of the data from
each of the 19 VA" schools and 3 basic courses. ' In thq table, siOificant
positive (4-) and negative (-) relationships are depicted between respective
crifbrign and predictor variables. Also provided are criteriori-predictor
relationships found to be nonsignifi(ant (ns), or not applicable (NA) for
statistical analysis. The fOur criterion variables presented kn.this table
are: training time (TICOM), end of course grades (EOCG), training adequacy
ratings (TAS) given by fleet supervisors, and ASVAB selectorlomposite (COMP)
scores.

Technical Report 136

INDIVIDUALIZED COURSES. ,Ten "Al" courses (eight self-paced (SP) and two
computer-managea (CMI)) were analyzed that were taught under individualized
instruction (II). Each course is identified below by name, symbol, and course
data processing number (CDP). As appropriate, the data analyses of the courses
are complemented by analyses of data of-the respective basic (pre-"A") school
courses.- 1 4 , 11 4

6

Aviation Machinist's Mate (AD; 6501). table G-2 presents significant results
of the regression analyses on.four criterion variables for the AD course.
Significant and nonsignificant results are presented below.

&

Criterion: End-of-Course Grade. Three significant main effects resulted
from this analysis.

. . . 1.......e- .

1,

Genera) Ability Level. AD'graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores° Am
received higher end-of-course grades than those with lower AFQT scores. 111.

T me-to- the Course. End-of-course grades were higher for AD
gradu es who took less time tosomplete the course than those who took a
longe time to complete the course.-

. ,

Specifit Skill Level. AD graduates with higher ASVAB compbsite'subtest
scores received higher end-of-course grades. than those with lower ASVAB scores..

Nonsignificant Results. The interactions of time-to-complete the course
by AFQT and by ASVAB compoSite scores did not Significantly predict en'd-f-
course grades.

Criterion: 'FAS Ratings. One significant-main effect resulted from this
analysis.

tnd-of-Course Grades. AD graduates who received higher end-of-course
grades were rated higher by their fleet supervisors on the job than.those

, who received lower grades.

Nonsignificant Results. General ability levelospecific skill level,.time-to-comp1e4the course, and their respective interactions did not sig-nificiantly predict end-of-tourse gnades.

83
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TABLE G-1. STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES

CRITERION PREDICTORS
.

n

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION/SCHOOLS

AK DK

.
IM

-

SP_
MM- MM-
60C3e, 1200a

7

.

TO YN AO

CMI
---
PE-
B

EN EN

PE-

8

MM
RM-
B AE ASE

,

GP_

AW EM FTM GAM

RM- RM-
SEA SH SH

TIMM

.

AFOr

COMP

ns

ns

-

-

ns

ns

-. - ns

- - ns

-

ns

ns

ns

-

-

ns -

ns -

...

-

'-..

-

,ns

ns

NA

NA

ns ns ns

ns ns ns

4

-

ns

NA NA

NA NA

NA

4

NA

EOCG AFQT

COMP

TICOM c

NA

NA ,

NA

+

.*

-

+

+

ns

+

-
+

-

+

+

-

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

+

+

-

+ NA

+ NA

- NA "

+

+

-

NA

NA

NA

+

+

-

ns

+

NA

ns + ns

ns ns +

- ns -

+

ns

-

NA NA

NA NA

NA NA-

ns

ns

NA

TAS

4

tie

,

AFQT

*COMP

TICOM

EOCG

ns

ns

*

ns

NA

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

4$

ns

ns

ns

+

ns

ns

ps

ns

ns

ns

ns,

Nd

ns

ns

ns

NA

n's

ns

ns

+

ns NA

ns NA
t

- NA

+ NA

ns

ns

nS'

ns

ns

ns

ns

NA

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

NA

ns

/

ns ns ns

ns ns ns

as ns ns

ns + ns

'

-ns

ns

ns

ns
'

ns -as

ns ns

NA NA

NA NA

ns

+

NA

ns

ns

ns

-

NA

COMP' AFQT + 4. +
..

+ + + + + + + NA NA NA + + + + + + + + +

0,

NOTES; 01. - := Significant negative relationship (higher scores on predictor variable associated with lower-scores on criterion

'43 variable).

2. +0,r Significant positive relationship (higher scores on predictor variable associated with higher scores on criterion

variable).

3. - Relationship between predictor and criterion variables found to be statistically-hohOgnificant.

4. NA = Data were not available (nor appliNble) on which to perform an analysis.

5. No significant Witeractions anong the predictor variables were found with any Tchool included in the intraschool analyses.

.6. Individualized courses are composed of self-paced (SP) and computer-managed instruction (CMI) courses. Conventional

courses are group-paced (GP) dourses..

7. TICOM = Training Time.
8. EOCG End-of-Course Grades.
9. TAS = Training Appraisal System (Fleet Supervisor Ratings). /

!

10. COMP = ASVAB selector composite score.
11. AFQT = Armed Forces. Qualification lest percentile (general.ability level).

w

0
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Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Course. Two significant main effects resulted
from this arialysis.

General Ability Level- AD'graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores
finished the course in less time than those with lower AFQT scores.

Spectfic Skill Level. AD graduates, with higher'ASVAB composite subtest
scores finished the course in less time than those with lower ASVAB scores.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtesto One significant main effect resulted
from this analysis. A

General Ability Level. AD.graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores
had higher ASVAB composite ,scores than those with lower AFQT scores.

TABLE G-2. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE AD COURSE 1

CRITERION STEP PREDICTW B.

EOCG1 1A . AFQT .19 .

2A TICOM -,(l7

1B COMP .13

TAS2 2A EOCG 1 .24

TICOM3 1A AFQT -.713

1B COMP -.469
.,'

C0MP4 1A AFQT .80

DF
R2 OVERALL

INCREMENT F OF

52.02

133.42
46.82

6.95

17.04

9.20
.

239.28

1/427

1/426
1/g8

1/86

1/427 .

1/439

1/449'
,

.1086

.2126

.0986

.0738

.0384

.0205

.3477

52.02
100.79
46.82

4.01

17.04

9.20

239.28

1/427

2/426
1/428

2/86

1/427

1/439'

1/449

lEOCG = End-of-Course Grade

2TAS = Fleet SUpervisor Training Appraisal System-(TAS) Rating
3TICOM = Time-to.-Complete the Course
4COMP = ASYAB Selector Composite Subtest *Score for.Entry into School

2/
Aviation Storekeepeil (AK; 6522). Table G-3 presents significant regression'results of one criterion variable for the AK course. Significant and
nonsignificant results are presented below.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only one significant main effectresulted from this analysis. No other predictors were.entered in thisanalysis.

, General Ability Level. AK graduates with higher AFQT percentile scoresalso had higher ASVAB composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQTscores.

85 i1(3
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Criterion: Time-to-CoMplpte the Course. General ability level and specific

skill level did nOt significantly predict training time.

*
triterion: .TAS. Ratings. General ability level, specific skill level, ttme-

to-complete the course, and their respective interaction terms did noLsigni-

ftcantly predict fleetsupervisor ratipgs.

_TABLE G-3. SIGNIFICANT AESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES

/- . 4OF CRITERION VARIABLES FO,\t THE /kK COURSE

R2 OVERALL

CRITERION STEP 'PREDICTORS F OF INCREMENT F DF

COMP lA AFQT .50 400.23 1/238 .6271 400 23 1/238

A

Disbursing Clerk (DK: 6061). Significant r gression results of three

criterion variables for the DK course are presented in table G-4.

Significant and nonsignificantresults are described below.'

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Three main effects restulted fhth this

analysis.

_General Ability Level. DK graduates with tligher AFQT percentile kores

received higher grades than hose with lower AFOT scores.

Time-to-Complete the Course. DK graduates who took less time.to

complete-the course received'higher grades Man those who-t4wk longer to

complete the course.

Specific Skill Level. DK graduate with higher ASVAB composite,subtest

scores received higher grades than those with lower ASVAB scores.

,

Nonsignificant Results. The interactions of general ability or

specific skill levels with time-to-complete the course did not significantly

predict end-of-course grades.

Criteribri: Time-to7CoMp1ete the Course. Two significant main effects

resulted from this analysis. No other variables were entered into this

analysis:

General Aility Level. DK graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores
finished the course in less time than those with lower AFQT scores.

Specific Skill Level. DK graduates with higher ASVAB composite subtest
scores finished the course in less time than those with lower ASVAB scores.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. One significant main effect resulted

from this analysis. No other predictors were entered into this analysis.

86 1 1 '7
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*Gener,P1 Ability Level. DK graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores
had higher ASVAB.composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT scores.

P

.6
Criterion: TAS Rating. General ability and specific skill levels, time-to-
complete the course, end-of-course grades, and their respective interactions
did not significantly predict TAt ratings., 1

1(

TABLE G-4. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FiR0M REGRESSION ANALYSES

OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE DK COURSE

R..2. OVERALL
TRIfERION STEP AEDICfORS B . F DFINCREMENT F OF

EOCG(f1A

2A

JP- 18

AFQT .13

TICOM - .03

COMP .16
k

15.24

11.48

14.36

TICOM 1.A (TT - .94 7.89.

11T COMP -1.06 6.12

COMP4L 1A
a
AFQT .61 193.79

1/104 .1278 15.24 1/104
1/103 .0874 , 14.13 2/103

1/106 .1193 14.36 1/106

1/104 .0/05 7.89 1/104
1/106 , .0546 6.12 1)1,1,g,

1/106 .6464 193.'79 1/106

Engineman (0414,487). :Table G-5 presents significant regression results of
three criterio variables for the EN course. Significant and nonsignificant
results are presented below.

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Three )significint main effects resulted
from this analysis.

7 .

General Ability Level. EN graduatgs with'higher AFQT percentile scores
received higher end-of-course grades than those with lower AFQT tcores.

Time-to-Complete the EN graduates whO completed the course,in
less time received higher gra es than those wha took longer to complete the
course.

0

Specific Skill Level. EN graduates with higher ASVAB composite subtest
scores received higher grades than those with lower AS,VAB scores.

Nonsignificant Results. The interactions of general ability or
specific skill levels with time-to-complete/the course did not significantly-
predict end-*,:goArse grades.

Criterion: TAS Rating. Two main effects resulted from this analysis.

A
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Time-to-Complete the Course. EN graduktes who finished the course in
less time received higher ratings than those who took longer to complete the
course.

End-of-Course Grades. EN graduates who received 1igher end-of-course
grades weve rated higher by their, fleet supervisors tha those who received
lower grades.

Nonsignificant Results. General ability and specific skill levels, and
their respective interactions with time-to-complete the course and end-of-
course grades, did not significantly predict TAS ratings.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. One significant main effect resulted
from this analysis. NO othei- predictors were entered into this analysis.

Aneral Ability Level. EN graduates *ith higher AFQT percenttle scores

had higher ASVAB composite sUbtest scores than those with lower AFQT scores.

Criterion: Time-to-Compiete tt;e Course. General ability and specific, vkip
,levels did not'significantly,predict time-to-tomplete the course.

TABLE G-5. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION AMINES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE EN COURSE

CRITERION StEP PREDICTORS B. F DF

.112

INCREMENT
OVERALL

F DF

EOCG 1A AFQT .11 10.92 1/228 .0457 10.92 1/228
2A TICOM - .15 21.22 1/227 .0816 16.55- 2/227
1B COMP .17 12.79 1/228, .0531 12.79 1/228

TAS 2A TICOM - .92 4.15 1/114 .0350 2.14 2/114
2B EOCG .02 6.50 1/114 .0538 3.31 2/114

COMP IA AFQT .35 91.75 1/350 .2077 91.75 1/350

-Propulsion Eno eering Basids, Engineman (PE Basics-EN; 6261). EN students
attend PE i before attending the EN "A" school. Table G-6 presents si,9-
nificant regrassion results of one criterion variable. Significant results
are presented below.

Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Course.. Two significant main.effects resulted
from this analypis. tio other variables were entered int() this analysis.

General Ability Level.. PE Basics-EN graduates with- higher AFQT percentile
scores completed the course in less time than tho'se. with lower AFQT scores.
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t--

Specific Skill Level. PE Basics-EN graduates with higher ASVAB
,coMposite subtest scores completed the courte in less time than those with
lower-ASVAB scores.

TABLE G-6. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES OF
CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE PE BASICS-EN COURSE

R2 OVERALL
CRITERION STEP PREDICTORS B F DF INCREMENT F OF

TICOM lA AFQT - .55

1B COMP - .81 29.51 1/343 .0792 29.51 1/343

Instrumentman (IM; 6046). Table G-7 presents significant regression results
of two criterion variables. Significant and nonsignificant results are
presented below. I

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Two significant main effects.'reSulted
from this analysis.

General Ability Level. IM graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores
received higher end-of-course grades than those with lower AFQT scores.

Specific Skill Level. IM graduates with higher ASVAB composite subtest
scores received higher end-of-course grades.than those with lower ASVAB
scores.

Nonsignificant Results. Time to complete the course, end its
interactions with general ability and specific skill levels, did not
significantly predict end-of-course grades.

Criterion: ASVAB Composjte Subtest. Only one significant main.effect
resulted from this analysis. No other predictors were entered int6 this
analysis.

General Ability-Level. JM graduates with higher AFQT percentile Scores
had higher ASVAB composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT scores.

Criterion: TAS Ratings. General ability level, specific ski-(11 levels,
time-to-complete the course, end-of-course grades, and their respective
interaction terms did not significantly predict TAS ratings.

-

Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Course. General ability level or specific
skill levels*did not significantly predict training time.
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TABLE 6-7. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS,FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES

OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE IM COURSE

CRITERION STEP

,

'PREDICTORS B F DF

R2 .0VERALL

INCREMENT F DF

EOCG 1A 'AFQT .23 8.43 1/13 .3935 8.43 1/13

IB COMP .35 16.48 1/13 .5590 -16.48 ,1/13

COMP IA -AFQT .53 14.11 1/15 .4847 14.11 1/15

Machinist's Mate, 600 psi (1114600; 6493). Table G-8 presents significant

regression-Tesults of four,criterion variables. Significant and nonsignificant

results are presented below.

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Three significant main effects resulted

from this analysis.

General Ability Level. MM600 graduates with higher AFQT bercentpe

scores received higher end-of-course grades tKan those with lower AFQT scores.

Time4o-Comp1ete the Course. MM600 graduates'who compfeted the course

in,less time received higher grades than those who took longer to complete

the course.

Specific Skill Level. MM600 graduates with higherASVAB composite subt

'scores received higher end-of-course grades than those with lbwer ASVAB

Nonsignificant Results. The interaction of general ability and.specific

skill levels With time-to-,complete the course did ndt significantly predict

end-of-course grades.-

Criterion:- TAS Ratings.. Only one significant main effect resulted from

,this analysis.

End-of-Course Grades. AM6,00 graduAes who received higher end-of-course

'grades were rated higher by their fleet supervisors on the job than thdse

who received lower grades.

Nonsignificant Results.- General ability level, specific skill level;

time-to-complete the course, and their respective intdractions (including

the interaction wit4end-of-dourig grades) did hot significptly predict

rating. .0

Criterion: Time-to-gomplete t Q Course. Two significantmain effects resulted

from this analysis. , No other ariables Were entered in this analysis.
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General Ability Level. FiiM600 graduates with higher AFQT percentile
scores finished the course in'less time than those withlower AFQT scores.

Specific Skill Level. MM600,graduates with higher ASVAB composite sub-
test scores' finished the course in less time than those witb lower ASVAB
scores,

Criterion: ASVAB Composite'Subtest. Only one;significant main effect resulted
from this arialysis. No other predictors were entered ln this analysis.

^
General Ability Levelt. MM604,graduates witii higher AFQT'percentile

scores had bigher ASVAB compotite iubtest scores than those with lovkl-ANIT
scores.

TABLE 6-8. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE MM600 COURSE

CRITERION STEP, PREDICTORS B F DF

R2 OVERALL
INCREMENT F DF

EOCG 1A AFQT .15 .90.52 1/271 .2504 90.52 1/271

2A TICOM -.45 51.15 1/270 .1194 79.21 2/270

1B COMP .20 70,12 1/270 .2062 70.12 ( 1/270

TAS ,2A EOCG .52 9.42 1/97 .0880 5.05 2/97

TICOM 1A AFQT -1.47 116.26 1/271 .3002 116.26. 1/271

1B COMP ,-1.94 86.25 1/272 .2408 86.25 1/272

1A MAT .39 162.42 1/358 .3121 162.42 1/358

Machinist't Mate, 1200 psi (MM1200i 6492). Table 6-9 presents significant
regression results of three criterion variables. Significant And
nonsignificant results are presented below.

Criierion: End-of-Course Grades. Three significant main effects resulted
from thiS

0

General Ability Level. MM1200 graduates with higher AFQT Percentile
scores received higher end-of-course grades than those with lower AFQT
scores:

Time-to-Conilete the Course. MM1260 graduates who completed the'course
in less time rec lyed higher grades _than those who took longer to complete
the course.
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Specific Skill Level. MM1200 graduates with higher ASV omposite

subtest scores received higher end-of-course grades. than those with lower

ASVAB scores.
.

Nonsignificant Results. The interaction of general ability and specific

skill levels with time-to-complete the course did not significantly predict-,

end-of-course grades. 0

Criteriin: Time-to-Complete The Course:.11wo stgnificantmiin effeGts resulted
. -

from this analysis. No other variables were entered in the.analysis.

General Ability Level. MM1200 oraduates ;1th higher AFQT percentile

scores finished the course in less time than those with lower AFQT scores.

Specific Skill Level. MM1200 graduates with higher ASVAB composite

subtest scores finished the course in less time than those with lower ASVAB

scores.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only one signific ant main effect resulted

from this analysis.. No other predictorS were entered in this analysis.

General'Ability Level. MM1200 graduates with higher AFQT percentile

scores had higher ASVAB composite subtest scores qv those with lower AFQT

sCores.

triterion: TAS Ratings. General ability level, specific skill levels,

time-tO-complete the course, end-of-course grades, and their respective

interactions did not significantly predict TAS ratings.

4.a

TABLE G-9. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM-REORgiSSION AN /SES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES.FOR THE MM12OI COURSE

CRITERION STEP PREDICTORS B
,4

F bF*

R2 OVERALL

INCREMENT F DF-

EOCG 1A AFQT .17 149.38 1/170' .4672 149.38 1/170

,2A TICOM -.30 21.04 1/169 .0589 94.01 2/169

1B COMP .18 65.53 -1/171 .2771 65.53 1/171

TICOM 1A AFQT -1455 102.68 1/170 .3766 102.68 1/170

1B COMP -1.78 61.19 1/172 42624*, 61.19 1/172

COMP 1A AFQT .45 129.65 1/199 *.3945 129.65 1/199
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Pnopulsion Engineering Basics, Machinist's Mate (PEzBasics-MM;_ 6262). MM
graduates attended PE Basics before attending MK600- or MM1200 courses. Table
G-10 presents significant regression results of.three criterion variables.
Significant eld nonsignificant resulls are presented below.

-
Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Three significant main effects lted
from this analysis. .

_fr\-

General Ability Level. pE Basics-,MM :graduates with higher AFQT_percentile
scores received hijner_end-'6f-tourte grades than those with lower;-,AF1TP-ttores.

_

Time-to-Complete the Course. PE Basics-MM graduates who completed the
course in less time received higher grades than those who took longer to
complete the course.

Specific Skill Level. PE Basics-MM graduates with higher ASVAB com osite
subtest scows received higher end-of-course grades.than those with lower
ASIihkscores.

Nonsignificant Results. The interactions of. general ability and specific
skilj levels with training time did not significantly predict end-of-cdurse
gradts.

Criteriov Time-to-Complete the Course. Two significant main effects resulted
from-this analysis.

General Abilit,y Level. PE Basics-MM graduates with higher AFQT percentile
scores finished the course in less time than those with lower.AFQT'scores.

Specific Skill.Level. PE Basics-MM graduates with higher-ASYAB composite
substest scores finished the course in less time than those with lower ASVAB
scores%

Criteriorr2;JTAS Ratings. Generafability.level, specific skill level,.time-
to-comp ete the cour'se, end-of-course grades, and their respective interac-
tions dinot significantly predict-TAS ratings.

TABLE G-10. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES OF
CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE PE BASICS-MM COURSE

CRITERION STEII PREDICTORS B F , DF
R2 OVERALL

INCREMfe F DF

EOCG 1A AFQT .14 210.88 1/456 .3162 210:88 1/456

2A 'TICOM -.04 27.83 1/455 .0394 125.56 2/455

1B COMP .18 . 121.08 1/445 .2139 121.08 1/445

TICOM 1A AFQT -.72 135.30 1/546 .1986 135.30 1/546

1B CO4 -1.05 135.77 1/5J0 .\2039 135.77 1/530
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Personnelman (PN; 6102). lIble-G-11 presents significant regression results

of one criterion variable. Significant and nonsignificant results are

_presented below.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtesit Only one significant main effect

-- -a- resulted from this analysis. No other predictors were entee in thls

analysis.

General Ability Level% PN graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores

had higher ASVAB composite tubtest scores than those with lower AF T scores.
\

Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Course. General ability.level an pecific

Skill level did not significantly predict training time.

Criterion: TAS Ratings. General ability level, specific skill 16e1, time-
to-complete the course, and their respective interaction tel-ms did not
significantly predict TAS ratings.

TABLE G-11. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE PN COURSE

.R2 OVERALL

CRITERION _STEP. PREDICTORS B F OF INCREMENT r OF

COMP lA AFQT .71 253.07 1/72 .7785 253.07 1/72

f

Training Device Repairman`(Tb; 6521). Table G-1,2 presents significant'

regression results of two'criterion. variables. Significant and,

nonsignificant results are presented below.

Criterion: Time-to-Complete the tourse. Only one.significant main effect

resulted from this analysis.

General Ability, Level. TO'graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores

finished the course in less time than those with lower AFQT scores.

Nonsignificant Results. Specific skill level did not significantly

predict training time.
A

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only,one significant main effect
resulted from this ahalysis. No other predictors were entered in this
analysis.

General Ability Level. TO graduates with,higher AFQT percentile scores .

had higher ASVAB composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT scores.

Criterion: TAS Ratings. General ability and specific skill levels, time-
to-complete the course, and their respective interactions, did not signifi- .

cantly predict TAS ratings.
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TABLE G-12. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE TO COURSE

,--*

R2 OVERALL
CRITERION STEP PREDICTORS B F DF INCREMENT F or

TICOM 1A

COMP lA

AFQT

AFQT

-.38
.,

.37'

7.01

42.01

1/152

1/163.

.0415

:2049

7.01

42.01,

1/162

1/163

Yeoman (YN; 60M. Table G-13 presents significant .regression results of
two criterion variables. Significant and ponsignficant results are
'presented below. .

Criterion: TAS Ratings. Only one significant main effect resulted from
this analysis.,

Time-ici-Complete the Course. -YN graduates who Completed the course in
lesstime received higher TAS ratings, than'those who took longer to complete
theTourse, #

Nonsignificant Results. General ability and specific skill levels, and
their respective interactions with time-to-complete the course, did not sig-
nificantly,predict TAS ratings.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only one significant main efle5
resulted from this analysis. No othe"..predictors were entered in this
analysis.

Genbral AbilitY.Level. YN graduateS with higher AFQT percentile scores
had higher ASVAB composite subtestratores than those with lower AFQT scores.

Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Course. ,Gdneral ability level and specific
* skill level did not significantly predict iraining time.

TABLE G-13. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE YN COURSE

S.

I -* R2 OVERALL
CRITERION STEP PREDICTOR. B F DF INCREMENT F DF

TAS 2B TICOM -.002 4.45 1/156 .0277 2.33 2/156

COMP 1A AFQT .16 9.31 1/209 .0426 9.31 1/209

/

, CONVENTIONAL COURSES. *The resdits of analyses-on nine group-paced coursesand,one basic (pre-"A") tchool course are presented below.

A
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Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE; 6515). Table G-14 presents significant

regression results of two criterion variables. Significant and

nonsignificant results are descrlbed below.

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Three significant main effects ressulted
.

from this analysis.

General Abiiity Level. AE graduates with higher AFQT" percentile scores

received higher end-of-course grades than Oose with lower AFQT scores.

*. Time-to-Complete the Course. AE graduates who finished tlye coarse in

less time received higher grades than those who took longer.to'complete the

course.

Specific Skill.Level. AE graduates with higher ASVAB coObsite subtest

scores received higher end-of-course grades than those with lower ASVAB scores.

Nonsignificant Results. The interactions of general.ability and vecific
skill levels with trainng time did not sigmificantly predict end-of-cofirse

grades.

Criterion: ASVAB.Composite Subtest. Only one significdnt main effect resulted

from this analysts. No other variables were entered in the analysis.

General Ability Level. AE graduates with higher AFQT percentiles had

higher' ASVAB composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT percentile

scores.

. Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Corse. General ability and specific skill

levels did not signifjcantly predict time-to-complete the course.

Criterion: TAS Ratings. General ability and specific skill levels, time-
to-complete the course, end-of-course grades, and their respective interactions

did hot significantly predict TAS ratings.

TABLE G-14. SIGNIFAANT RESULTS FROM'REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VAHABLES FOR THE AE COURSE

,

CRITERION STEP PREDICTORS, B

EOCG 1A AFQT 0.15

2A TICOM 4.75

1B COMO 0.11

,COMP 1A AFQT 0.72

F DF

R2 OVERALL

INCREMENT F DF

15..71 1/83 .1591 15.71 1/83

4.21 1/82 .0410 10.26 2/87

10.87 1/84 .1146, 10.87 1/84

61.34 1/84 .4220 61.34 1/84
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Aviation Support Equipment Technician (ASE; 6530). Table 0-45 presents
significant regression results of two criterion variables. Significant and
nonsignTcant results are presented beloW.

4

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Only one Tignificant main effect resulted
from this analysis.

Specific Skill Level. ASE graduates with higher ASyAB compo-site
subtest scores redeived higher end-of-course grades than those with lowO
ASVA8 scores.

Non-significant Results. General ability level did not significantly
.predict end-of-cour e grades.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only one significant main effect
resulted from this analysis. Nebther variables werCentered in this
enalysis.

General Ability Level'. ASE graduates with h4gher AFQT percentile
scores had bigher ASVAB composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT
scores.

Criterion: TAS Ratings. General ability and specific skill levels, end-of-
course grades, and thltr respective interactions did not significantly
predct TAS ratings.

TABLE G-15. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSElomw
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE ASE COURSE.

' R2 OVERALL
CRITERION STEP- PREDICTORS , DF INCREMENT F .DF

EOCG 1A COMP 0.31 14:33 1/28 .3385, 14.33 1/28

COMP. 1A AFQT 0.35 7.13 1/2a .2029 7.13 1/28

4

Aviation Anti-Submarine Warfare Operator (AW; 6537),. Table G-16 presents
significant eegression results of two criterion variables. Sighificant and
nonsignificant results are described below.

Criterion: ,End-of-Course Oracles. Only one significant main effect resultedfrom this analysis.

Time-to-Complete the Course. AW graduates who completed the courselinless time received higher end-of-course grades than those whq took longer tocomplete the tourse.
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Nonsignificant Results. General ability and specific skill levels did

not significantly predict end-of-course grades.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtesi. Only one significant main effect resulted

from this analysis.

General Ability Level. AW graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores

had higher ASVAB composite subtest scbres than those with low AFQT scores.

Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Course. General ability, and specific skill

levers did not significantly predict training time.

eriterion: TAS Ratings. General ability and specific skill levels, end-of-

course grades, time-to-complete, and their respective interactions did not

significantly predict TAS ratings.

TABLE G-4. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES

OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE AW COURSE

R2 OVERALL

CRITERION STEP PREDICTORS OF INCREMENT F OF

EOCG 2A 'TICOM -.90 9.8B 1/35 .2057 6.52 2/35

COMP AFQT 0.41 21.66 1/40 .351'3 21.66 1/40

Electrician's Mate iEM; 6070). Table G-17 presents significant regression

results of three criterion variables. Significant and nonsigni,ficant

results are describetVbelow.

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Only one significant main effect ltesulted

from this analysis.i s

General Ability Level. EM graduates.with higher AFQT percentil-e score5

received higher end-of-course grades than those with lower AFQT scores.

Nonsignificant Results. Specific skill level,,time-to,complete, and

their respecttve interactions did not significantly predict end-of-course

grades.

Criterion: TAS Ratings. Only one significant main effect resulted from

this analysis.

End-of-Course Grades. EM graduates who received higher end-of-coursv--'(

grades were rated higher by their fleet supervisors than those who received

lower gtades.
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Nonsignificant Retfilts. General ability and specific skill levels,)
time-to-complete, and their respective interactions did not significantly
predict TAS-ratings.

CHterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only one significant main effect resulted
froT this analysis. No other vartables were entered in the analysis. 4

General Ability Level. EM graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores
had higher ASVAB'composite sub est scores than those with lower AFQT scores.

Criterion: Time-to-Compl ourse. General ability and specific skill
levels did not significantly redict time-to-comp1ete4thè course.

4

TABLE G-17. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRrTERION VARIABLES FOR THE EM COURSE.

R2 verall
CRITERION STEP PREDICTORS B "F DF INCREMENT .4 DF

EOCG

TAS 2A

COMP 1A

AFQT 0.93 21.29 1/285 .0695 21.29 1/285

EOCG 10.62 10.89 1/225 .0462 5.46"--2/225

AFQT 0.70 164.91 1/335 .3299 164.91 1/335

Fire Control Technician, Missile (FTM; 6027). Table G-18 presents
significant regression results of.twb criterlon variables. Significant and
nonsignificant results are described below.

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Two significant main effects resulted
from this alysis.

Time-to-Complete the Cour'se. FTM graduates who completed the course in
less time received higher end-of-course grades than those who took longer to
complete the course.

Specific Skill Levei. FTM graduates with higher ASVAB composite '
subtest scores received higher grades than those-with lower ASVAB scores.

Nonsignificant Results. General abillty and the interaCtions of
traininitime with general ability and specific skill levels did not
significantly predict end-of-course grades.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only .orie main effect resulted from the
analysis.
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General Ability Level. FTM graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores

had higher ASVAB composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT scores.

Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Course. General ability and specific skill

levels did not significantly predict training time.

Crtterion: TAS Ratings. General ability and specific skill levels, end-of-

course grades, time-to-complete the course, and their interactions did not

significantly predict TAS ratings.

. TABLE G-18. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE FTM COURSE

CRITERION STEP PR DICTORS B DF
R2

INCREMENT

OVERALL
F

DF

EOCG 2A ICOM -0.45 17.02 1/62 .2099 9.54 2/62

1B COMP 0.17 10.15 1/62 .1406 10.15 1/62

COMP 1A AFQT 0.39 28.21 1/70 .2872 .28.21 .1/70

Gunner's Mate, Missile (GMM; 6115). Table G-19 presents significant

regression results of three criterion varia . Significant and

nonsignificant results are described below.

Criterion: End-of-Course Grades. Two significant main effects resUlted

from this analysis.

General Ability Level. GMM graduates with higher AFQT percentile

scores received highen end-of-course grades than those with lower.AFOT

scores.

Time-to-Complete,the Course. GMM graduates who finished the course in

less time received higher geades than those who took longer to complete the

course.
6

Ronsignificant Results. Specific skill level and its interaction with

training time did not signlficantly predict end-of-course grades.

Criterion: TiMe-to-Complete the Course. Only one significant main effect ,

resulted from this analysiS.

General Ability Level. GMM graduates with higher AFQT percentile
scores finished the course in less time than those with lower AFQT scoreS.

Nonsignificant Results. Specific skill level did.not significantly
predict training time.
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Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only one significant main effect
resulted from this analysis.

General Ability 14n GMM graduates with higher AFQT percentile
scores had higher ASV posite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT
scores. -

Criterion: TAS Ratings. General ability and specific skill, evels, time-
to-complete the course, end-of-course grades, and their respec ve
interactions did not significantly predict TAS ratings.

TABLE G-19. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE GMM COURSE

CRITERION 'STEP PREDICTORS B OF.
R2

INCREMENT
OVERALL

F
DF

EOCG 1A AFQT 0.15 .10.39 1/45 .1875 10.39 1/45

2A TICOM -.43 12.95 1/44 .1848 13.05 2/4tr

TICOM 1A AFQT -.12 4.96 1/45 .0994 4.96 1/45

COMP 1A AFQT 0.77 61.54 1/45 .5776 61 1/45

Radioman, Sea (RM-SEA; 6380). Table G-20 presents significant regression
resultt of one criterion variable. Significant and nonsignificant results
are described below. No end-of-course grades were provided because student
performance was based on a saMsfactory/unsatisfactoty rating.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only one significant main effeCt
resulted from this analysis.

General Ability Level. RM-Sea graduates with higher AFQT percentile
scores had higher ASVAB composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT

'scores.

Criterion: .TAS Ratings. General ability and specific skill levels did not
significantly predict'TAS ratings.
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TABLE G-20. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE RM-SEA COURSE

CRITERION STEP . PREDICTORS B F. DF
R2 OVERALL

INCREMENT F
DF

COMP 1A AFQT 0.53 1172.77 1/485 .7074 117 .77 1/485

Radioman, Shore (RM-SHORE;_ 6381). Table G-21 presents significant regression

results of one criterion variable. significant and nonsignificant results

are described below. No end-of-course grades were provided because student

performance was based ova satisfactory/unsatisfactory rating.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Only one-significant main effect resulted

fromithis analysis. No other variables were entered in the'analysis.

General.Ability Lve1. RM-Shore graduates wittt higher \AF,QT percentile

scores,had higher ASVAB composite subtesescores than those with lower AFQT

scores.

Criterion: TAS Rgings.. General ability andtspecific skill levels did not
significantly predict TAS ratings.

TABEE G-21. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALY S

OF CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE RM-SHORE'C URSE

-

CRITERION STEP PREDICTORS B DF
R2 OVERALL

INCREMENT

COMP 1A AFQT 0.54 846.37 1%386 .6868 846.37 1/386

-

Radioman, Basics (RM-BASICS; 6144). RM-Sea and RM-Shore students attend RM-

Basics,before attending the RM "A".schools. Table G-22 presents significant

regression results of one criVen variable. Significant and nonsignificant

results are described below.

Criterion: Time-to-Complete the Course. Twd'significant main effects resulted
from this analysis. No other variables were entered in the analysis.

General Ability Level. RM-Basic graduates with higher. AFQT percentile
scores finished their courses in,less time than those with lower AFQT scores.

Specific Skill Level. RM-Basic graduates with higher ASVAB composite
subtest scoreg finished the course in less time than those with lower ASVAB

, scores.
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Criteripn: TAS Ratings. Gendi.al ability and specific skill levels, training
time, and their res'pective interactions did not significantly predict TAS ratings.

TABLE G-22. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES OF
CRITERION VARIABLES FOR THE RM-BASICS COURSE

CRITERION STEP PREDICTORS B .R2 OVERALLOF bFINCREMENT F

TICOM.
kA

1B

AFQT -1.30 29.42 1/883 ..0323 29.42 1/863

COMP. -2.04 28.31 1/862 .0318 28.31 1/862

Ship's Serviceman (SH; 6477). Table G-23 presents sigmificant results oftwo criterion-variables. Significa t and nonsignificant results aredescribed below.

Criterion: 'TAS 'Ratings. Only one significa* main effect'resulted from-this analysis.

.
Specific Skill Level. SH graduates with higher ASVAB composite subtest

scores were rated higher by their fleet supervisors than those with lowerASVAB Scores.

- Nonsignifican Results. General ability level, end-_of-Course grades, .and their respecti e interactions did not significantly predict TAS ratings.

Criterion: ASVAB Composite Subtest. Onlyone sigbificant main effectresulted from this analysis. No other variables were entered in theanalysis.

General Abflity Level. SH graduates with higher AFQT percentile scores 'had higher ASVAB composite subtest scores than those with lower AFQT scores.

Criterion: End4O-Course Grades. Afleral ability and specific skill levelsdid not significantly predict end-of-course grades.

TABLE G-23. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
,OF OUTERION VARIABLES FOR THE SH COURSEroS.,

CRITERION 8TiP PREDOTORS B F OF R2
INCREMENT

OVERALL
F

DF

TAS lA COMP .0.2 7.10 . 1/127 ' .0530 7.10 1/127

COMPO 1A AFQT .4g 76.77 1/174 <3061 76.77 1/174
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-APFENDIX H

PARAMETRIC AND NONPARAMETRIC CdRRELATIONS- 0.

mi

This' appendix presents parametric and'nonparametric correlation Coef-

ficients between predictor and driterion variables for each of the schools

samkled. The correlations are pres9nted in two tables. Table H-1 shows

Pearson's zero,order (parametric) correlations, and Kendall's tap and

a Spearman's rho (both nonparametric) correlations for each predidtorc-criterfon

Telationship.per school. Table H-2 summarizes the-number of significant

regression coefficients (based on table 14 in the_text), and parametric and

nonparametrid correlation coefficients (from table H-1) per total nuniber of

coefficients obtained for each predictor-criterion relattionship. Note th'at

significant regression coefficients of a predictor-criterion,relationship

control for the confounding influences of other predictor variables; whereas

zero-order parametric and nonparametric correlations do not.

The predictor/criteilon variables listed in both tables are:

TICOM-= Training ,time

= End-of-course grades

TAS = Training, Appraisal System (Fleet Supervisor Ratings)

COMP = ASVAB selector composite score

AFQT = Armed Forces Qualification Tet percentile'(general

ability level)..
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_JA8LE.11.1.. PARAMETRIC AND lickiPARAMET*It-CORRELATIONS-BETWEErtRITER/ON AND
PREDICTOR VARIABLES

BY METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND SCHOOLS

SP CMI GP
4....1

° MN- MM- PE-B PE-B ' RM- RH-C:P AK DK IM GOO 1200 PN JD
"-..

YN AD EN EN MM RM-B AE ASE AW EM FTM GMM SEA SHORE SH
TICOM: .08 -.28*' -.45* -.53* -.61* ,.05 -.21* -.14* -.20* -.17* -.25* -.45* -.18* -.15 N/A -.15 .04 -.24* -.32* N/A N/A N/AAFQT .06 -.15* -.36 -.32 -.46 .06 -.13* -.08 -.15 -.12* -.18* -.31 -.14* -.13 N/A -.13 .02 -.16, -.23 N/A N/A N/A.09 -.21 -.47 -.44* -.65* .09 -.30* 1.11 -.22* -.18* -.27* -.44* -.21* -.16 N/A -.18 .03 -.24 -.28 N/A , N4A N/A/

.07 -.23* -.40 -.49* -.51* -,01 -.09 -.04 -.14* -.16* -.28* -.45* -.18* .03 N/I! -.17 .06 -.15 -.10 N/A N/A N/ACOMP .04 -.17* -.35 -.31* -.45* .00 -.09 -.02 -.15* -.10* -.24* -.31* -.14* .02 N/A -.19 .07 -T/1 . .04 N/A N/A N/A.06 -.25* -.44 -.43* -.61* .00 -.13 -.02 -.21* -.15* -.35* -.44* -.21* P.02 N/A -.22 .08 -.14 .04 N/A N/A N/A

EOCG: N/A .34* .58* .46* .68* N/A N/A N/A .33* .23* N/A .56* N/A .34* .28 .30 .24* .16 .43* N/A N/A '.12AFQT N/A .19* 39* .34. 49* N/A N/A N/A .25* .19* N/A .40* N/A .23* .17 .20 .16* .14 .16 N/A N/A .06N/A .27* .52* .44* .67* N/A N4A N/A .36* .28* N/A .55* N/A .35* .21 .29 .23* .19 .23 N/A N/A .08

N/A .35* .75* .45* .53* NA. N/A N/A .32* .24* N/A .46* N/A 34* .58* .27* .11* . .313*. .25* N/A tii,/,J) .12COMP N/A .23* .60* .30* 39* N/A_ ' N/A N/A .28* .25* N/A .34* N/A .17* 40* .16. .13! .21* -.01 0/A
'-/-*

2
N/A .33* .80* .42* .55* N/A N/A N/A .41* .36* N/A .47* N/A .25* .55* .21 .19* .29* -.02 N/A

N/A -.37* -.39 -.57* -.61* N/A N/A N/A -.51* -.31* N/A -.42* N/A -.22* N/A -.39* -.03 -.48* -.55* N/A N/A N/ATICOM N/A -.23* -.30 -.40* -.48* ' N/A. N/A N/A -.35* -.23* N/A -.28* . N/A -.18* N/A -.37* -.08 -.46* -.52* N/A N/A N/AN/A -.33* -.41* -.54* -.66* N/A N/A NJA -.50* -.34* N/A -.41* N/A -.23* N/A -.47* -.10 -.61* -.64* N/A N/A N/A'

TAS: .03. .11 -.43 .15* .00 .03 .04 .06 .12 '.09 N/A -.06 .05 -,18 -.18 -.18 .02 -.12 .01 .00 .00 .13AFOT .03 .10 -.32 .11 .02 -.01 .02 .06 .13 .04. N/A -.04 .02 -..08 -.24 -.17 .02 .00 .13 '.01 .00 .09.03 .15 -.46 .16 .02 7.02/ .01 .09 .18- .06 N/A -.05 .03 -.10 -.33 -.21 .03 -.03 .16 .01 , .00 .13
.

'
.

.01 .11 -.09 .13 -.03 .03 .06 -.05 .17 .14*

. -

NJA -.02 .07* .20 -.15 -.04 .06 -.26 -.24 .06 .03 .23*COMP -.01 .11 .09 .09 -.01 -.01 .04 -.11 .16* .08 N/A -.02 .03 .05 -.17 .01 .06 -.07 -.22 .02 .01 .13*-.01 :15 .16 .13 -.01 -.01 .05 -.15 .22* .11 . N/A -.93 .04 .06 -.25 -.03 .10 -.12 -.30 .03 .02 .19*

-.19* -.10 .18 -.19* .02 -.30* .04 -.15* -.02 -.17* N/A -.04 -.04 .26 N/A .08 .06 -.12' -.28 N/A N/A N/ATICOM-.013 -.05 .08 -.11 -.01 -.27* .04 -.12* -.05 -.04 N/A -.01 -.01 .18 N/A .08 .06 -.13 -.31 N/A N/A N/A-.11 -.08 .12 -.15 -.01 -.38* .07 -.18* -.05 -.05 N/A- -.02 -.01, .22 N/A .09 .07 .15 -.35 N/A N/A N/A
'

N/A .12 .03 .24* .05 'N/A N/A NIA :28* 121* H/A .01 NJA .06 .19 .01 .23* .03 .18 N/A N/A .15*EOCG N/A .08 .09 .21* .04 N/A N/A N/A .18* .07 N/A .02 N/A .02 .13 .00 13* .11 .23 N/A N/A .09N/A .10 .12 .28* .06 N/A N/A N/A .26* .09 N/A .03 N/A .01 .19 .01 .191 .17 .34 N/A N/A .14

'COMP: .79* .80* .70* .56* .88* .45* .21* .59* .46* N/A N/A N/A .65* .45* .59* .57* .54* .76* .84* .83* 55*AFQT .61* .66* .54* .36*
,.63*
.49* .71* .34* .13* .50* .34* N/A N/A N/A .46* .39* .51* .48* .40* .48* .59* .60* .51*79* .82* .63* ,49* > .68t .86* .48* .18* .68* '.48* N/A N/A N/A .62* .53* , .66* .66* .54* .65* .75* .77* .66*

NOTES: 1. Top cell ent;,", is Pearson's 40 zero-order (parametric) correlation.
2. Middle cell entry is Kendall's Tau (t) rdhk order (ffOoparametric) correlation.
3. Bottom cell entry is Spearman's Rho (rs) rank order (nonparametric) correiation.
4. Asterisk (*) denotes significant correlation (24(.05).
5. No asterisk denotes nonsignificant correlation (R>.05).
6. N/A - no data available f4 predictor or criterion variables.

136 El*

7. .SP - self-paced courses.
8. CMI - computer-managed instruction.
9. GP - group-paced courses.
10. C:P - correlation coefficients between the criterion (C)

variable with-each of the predictor (P) variables.
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TABLE H-2. NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS, PARAMETRIC AND
NONPARAMETRIC CORRELATIONS PER NUMBER OF AILICABLE COURSES FOR

' EACH CRITERION-PREDICTOR RELATIONSHIP BY METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

.

CRIT PRED

SP CMI GP TOTAL

REG

,

PAR NPR REG PAR NRAR REG PAR NPAR
.

REG
-

. PAR

,

NPAA
.

.

TICOM AFQT

COMP
-

_

.

4/8

3/8

6/8

'3/8

3/8

348

4/5

4/5

.

5/5

5/5

5/5

5/5

1/5

0/5

,

2/5

0/5

, 0/5

075

.6

9/16

7/18

13, /8 .

8/18.

8/18

8/18

EOCG

.

AFQT

' COMP1
/

TICOM

$4/4

4/4

3/4.

4/4

4/4

3/4

1

474

4/4

3/4

t...

3/3 .,

.

3/3

3/3

'3/3

3/3

3/3

.

3/3

.

3/3
.

3/3

3/7'

.

3/7

4/5

.

3/7

6/7

4/5.

2/7

5/7

4/5

,

10/14

10/14
. .

10/12

0

.

'10/14

13/14

10/12

9/14

-12/14

10/12

TAS AFQT

COMP

TICOM

,E0CG

.

On(

0/8

1/8

1/4

1/8

0/8

'4/8

1/4

0/8

0/8

--2/8

1/4

'..

0/4

0/4

1/4

2/3

.

0/4

2/4

.1/4

.

2/3- .

:

0/4

1/4

0/4

.

1/3

0/9

1/9

0/5

1/7

0/9

1/9

0/5

2/7

0/9

1/9

0/5

1/7

0/21

_1/ 1

317

4/14

1/21

3/21

5/17

,

5/14,

0/21

2/23,

2/17

3/14

COMP AFQT
..

8/8'

.

8/8 8/8

.

2/2' 2/2

,

, 2/2 9/9 9/9

.

9/9 19/19 19/19
.

19/19

NOTES: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6'.

7.

.CRIT = Criterion Varfab.les
PRED Predictor Variables
SP = Self-Paced Course
CMI - Computer-Managed Instructor Course
GP = Group-Paced Course )

REG = Significant number of regression coefficients
per total number (based yn table 14 in text)

PAR = Significant number of parametri

8. NPAR = Significant number of non-
, parametric (joint agreement of

tau and rho coefficients)

correlation coefficients per
total number of pairs

correlation coefficients per t al number
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